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Overview  
  

The report presents the results of the field data gathering on women’s perception on the 
War on Drugs by the current Philippine government. It is built on 53 interviews with 
women who are closely connected with EJK victims. Majority of them are family members 
of the victims or have known and lived with them for a significant number of years. The 
regional offices of the Commission on Human Rights (CHR), as led by its GAD focal persons, 
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or the GAD focal persons jointly with the Children’s Rights focal persons, conducted the 
interviews from August to October 2017.    
  

This report is part of a bigger initiative of the CHR-Gender Equality and Women’s Human 
Rights Center (GEWHRC)and Child Rights Center, which has the following objectives:  
  

1. Document and monitor cases CHR-investigated cases of women and children directly 
affected by the current war on drugs as victims of EJKs or as surrenderees or detainees, 
as victims of illegal arrests and/or searches;  

2. Document the impact of the war on drugs on women and children, particularly the 
impact of EJKs, “tokhang”, illegal arrests and/or searches based on the investigation and 
monitoring of CHR regional offices, particularly focusing on how these affected: (a) 
women and children’s security and safety; (b) freedom of movement; (c) livelihood and 
economic status; (c) health and overall well-being. This shall include positive impacts, if 
any, of the war on drugs as perceived by community women and children with direct 
first-hand experience;  

3. Document challenges and difficulties women and children faced in accessing justice and 
in coping after the experiences on the war on drugs including experiences of survival, 
detention and of EJKs;  

4. If possible, and without compromising the safety and security of women and children, 
interrogate into the root causes of their involvement in the war on drugs either as 
victims, or as families or companions of persons involved in drugs; and  

5. Conduct regional key informant interviews, and if possible capacity building aimed to 
empower community women and children on basic human rights, HR protection and 
pursuit of remedies.  

  

The report makes no claims of being a rigorous research on women’s experiences of EJK; 
the uneven data collected from the field in relation to the research protocol render its 
findings unviable for generalization. At best, the report can provide directions in viewing 
the War on Drugs from a gendered perspective.   
  
  
  

Part I: Review of Related Literature on Gender and the War on Drugs  

  
  

1. The Philippines War on Drugs: Operation Double Barrel  

  

In 2016, the top two illegal drugs in the Philippines are methamphetamine or shabu  
(94.93%), marijuana (5.23%) and other drugs such as cocaine, ecstasy, nubain and valium at 
0.34% (PDEA, 2016). President Rodrigo Duterte estimated that there are three to four 
million Filipino users of illegal drugs. Ending drugs, crime and corruption is one of his 
platforms while running for president, and was evident in his first state of the nation address 
(SONA) delivered on on July 25, 2016:  
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During my inauguration last (June) 30, 2016, I said that the fight against criminality and illegal drugs and 
corruption will be relentless and sustained. I reiterate that commitment today, and that is why I call on the 
Philippine National Police, the barangay chairmen, the Mayors, the Governors and all those occupying seats 
of power and authority, not to lower their guard. There will be no let-up in this campaign. Double your 
efforts. Triple them, if need be. We will not stop until the last drug lord, the last financier, and the last 

pusher have surrendered or put behind bars or below the ground, if they so wish(Official Gazette, 2016).  
  

During the Arroyo administration, the first war on drugs was declared in the country 
(Stansfield, 2017). In her 2002 SONA, she called drug lords as the “enemies of the state” and 
ordered the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP) to support the inter-agency enforcement 
bodies including the Philippine National Police (PNP), the Dangerous Drugs Board (DBB) and 
the Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA) (Official Gazette, 2002). The drug problem 
was seen as a military issue rather than a police issue (Stansfield, 2017).  
  

Officially known as Oplan Double Barrel in the current administration, it is a nationwide 
antidrug campaign that started in July 1, 2016 and initially led by the PNP. It has a 
“twopronged approach” that targets drug syndicates and traffickers, also referred to as 
Project HVT and low-level sellers and users or the Project Tokhang or Operation Knock and 
Plead (Philippine National Police, 2016). Project Tokhang have 5 stages as outlined in the 
PNP Command Memorandum Circular No. 16-2016: (a) Collection and Validation of 
Information Stage; (b) Coordination Stage; (c) House to House Visitation Stage; (d) 
Processing and Documentation Stage,;and the Monitoring and Evaluation Stage. In addition, 
they aldo imposed random drug tests and conduct police operations such as entrapment, 
community sweeps and armed raid” (ABS-CBN, cited in Ateneo School of Government (a), 
2018).   
  

While the PNP led the operations, local government officials, from the barangay captains up 
to the provincial governors, were tasked to cooperate with the police. Government structures 
were placed as early as June 2015 during the Aquino administration. Outlined in the DILG 
Memorandum Circular No. 2015-63,the Barangay Anti-Drug Abuse Councils (BADAC) must 
“plan, strategize, implement and evaluate programs and projects on drug abuse prevention 
in barangays” (DILG Memorandum Circular 2015 - 63, 2015). The critical roles of barangay 
officials were summarized by the Ateneo Sechool of Government (ASOG) in another study 
that came out in June 2018, which highlights their involvement from preoperations until 
post-operations (Ateneo School of Government (b), 2018). (See Table 2.1)   
  

Table 1: Roles of Barangay Officials in the Operation Double Barrel  

 Pre-operations   During Operations   Post-operations  
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Identification of drug affected 
house clusters, work places, 
streets, puroks and sitios 
where manufacture, delivery, 
sale or use of illegal drugs 
are being conducted and 
report the same to  
the PNP and PDEA;  
Conduct administrative 
searches of suspected drug 
dens/laboratories;  
Conduct briefing meetings 
prior to the launching of 
operations to ensure positive 
results and safety of the 
operating teams and the 
community.  

  

  

  

Ensure safety of the 
community and regularity of 
the operations; Any elected 
barangay official present 
during the operations to 
witness the inventory of 
seized drugs/paraphernalia;  
Extend such other necessary 
assistance to the PDEA and 
PNP authorities in its 
operation against illegal 
drugs including but not 
limited to the preservation of 
evidence and protection of 
witnesses and suspects 
against unlawful acts.  

  

  

  

The elected barangay 
official present during the 
operations shall execute an 
affidavit and act as witness 
in court hearings in the 
prosecution of drug cases; 
Submit reports of drug-
clearing operations 
conducted, if any, to the 
City/Municipal Anti-Drug 
Abuse  
Council copy furnished the 
DILG  
City/Municipal Field Office;  
For operations 
conducted/initiated by the 
PDEA/PNP, an elected 
barangay official should be 
involved immediately after 
the raid and be present to 
stand as witness during the 
conduct of the inventory.  

Source: (Ateneo School of Government (b), 2018)  

  

The drug watch lists, also called de facto hit lists (Felbab-Brown, 2017), contains the name of 
individuals allegedly involved in the drug trade. The watch list is one of the trademarks of 
the war on drugs (Philippine Human Rights Information Center, 2018). The list had been 
criticized by various human rights groups since the methods in coming up with the list are 
arbitrary, baseless and at times at the “whims or caprices of authorities at the local level.” In 
addition, mass interrogations or sona  were employed. “Tens or hundreds of mostly poor 
men are called out of their homes, lined up, arrested, and questioned. Some of them end up 
dead” (Fernquest, 2018).  
  

The campaign has resulted in 5,000 acknowledged deaths by the PNP. Most of these deaths 
were attributed to “extra-judicial killings (EJK) and summary executions by law enforcement 
officials” (The Diplomat cited in Ateneo School of Government (a), 2018). Local and 
international organizations have contested these figures and insisted that there are at least 
20, 000 deaths attributed to the Oplan Double Barrel, and the relaunched version, coined 
Oplan Double Barrel Reloaded. The leadership of the antidrug campaign was transferred  to 
the Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA) as a result of  local and international 
pressures due to criticisms of grave human rights violations by the PNP. This killing is a 
reminiscent of Thailand’s antidrug war under Prime Minister Thaksin Shinatwatra, which 
reported 1, 200 death in its first month (Iyengar, 2016).    
  

Table 2: Casualties of the Phillpines War on Drugs, July 1, 2016 to June 2018  

  Philippine National 
Police  

(July 1, 2016 to May 21, 
2018)  

Ateneo School of  
Government  

(May 10, 2016 to September 
29, 2017)  

Philippine Human 
Rights  

Information Center  
(PhilRights)  
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(August 15, 2017 to June 30, 
2018)  

Drug-related Deaths  4, 279 cases  5, 021 cases  58  

  Philippine National 
Police  

(July 1, 2016 to May 21, 
2018)  

Ateneo School of  
Government  

(May 10, 2016 to September 
29, 2017)  

Philippine Human 
Rights  

Information Center  
(PhilRights)  

(August 15, 2017 to June 30, 
2018)  

Alleged extrajudicial 
killings  

22, 983 cases      

Source: Philippine Star and ABS-CBN as cited in Ateneo School of Government, 2018; Ateneo School of Government data set; PhilRights   
The main source of data of ASOG includes media reports and data from groups monitoring 
the killings. The following criteria were followed during the collection of data:  
  

• A person was killed by violent means such as gunshot;  
• The report or source mentions that the victim is alleged to have had a history of drug 

abuse;  

• The report or source mentions victim as someone who was linked to drugs as a 
pusher or dealer;  

• The report or source mentions that the victim was on the drug watch list, or had a 
drug-related filed against him/her;  

• The report or source states that the death is linked to, or is a result of, the 
government’s antidrug campaign.  

Based on the data by the ASOG and PhilRights, “the vast majority of [the] victims were males 
(94%) between the ages of 20 and 50. Almost all victims died of gunshot wounds, regardless 
of whether they were killed during drug operations or by unidentified assailants.” The 
majority were low-paying with earnings around Php 301.53, which is below the minimum 
wage, and have low-skilled work… [such as] tricycle drivers, construction workers or 
carpenters, vendors, jeepney barkers or dispatchers, farmers, habal habal and pedicab 
drivers and garbage collectors…” (Ateneo School of Government (a), 2018; Philippine Human 
Rights Information Center, 2018).  
  

The documentation of the Philippine Human Rights Information Center (PhilRights) abides 
by The Minnesota Protocol of 2016. Under the Protocol, “potentially unlawful death” may be 
(a). acts of commission and omission of the State, its organs or agents, (b). the death occurred 
when a person was detained by or was in the custody of the State, its organs or agents, and 
(c). the death occurred where the State may have failed to meet its obligations to protect life 
(Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2017). They documented 
killings in Metro Manila (Caloocan, Manila, Quezon City, Navotas and Malabon), Bulacan and 
Rizal. They have also observed an uneven distribution of death among barangays, with Brgy. 
176 or Bagong Silang in Caloocan City registering the highest number of documented cases.    
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Based on ASOG’s data, the killings in the National Capital Region (NCR) comprised 40% of all 
the victims included in the dataset. Three cities including Manila, Quezon and Caloocan make 
up 62% of the total deaths in NCR (Ateneo School of Government (a), 2018).  
  
  
  

Table 3: Deaths by Region and By Incident  

Region  No. of deaths  % Killed in police 
operation  

% Killed in non-police 
operation  

NCR  2,000  49.3%  50.7%  

CAR  44  20.5%  79.5%  

ARMM  33  87.9%  12.1%  

Region 1  224  21.9%  78.1%  

Region II  141  25.5%  74.5%  

Region III  916  69.9%  30.1%  

Region IV-A  517  64%  36%  

Region IV-B  11  72.7%  27.3%  

Region V  121  72.5%  27.5%  

Region VI  83  55.3%  44.6%  

Region VII  460  52%  48%  

Region VIII  65  52.3%  47.7%  

Region IX  65  56.9%  43.1%  

Region X  70  47.1%  52.9%  

Region XI  92  76.1%  23.9%  

Region XII  106  80.2%  19.8%  

Region XIII  73  50.7%  49.3%  
 Source: Ateneo School of Government data set (May 10, 2016 to September 29, 2017)    

  

Though even the official government data pegged the numbers at 4,279 deaths, “only  a 
handful of investigations have occurred, and not a government official has been convicted” 
(Fernquest, 2018). 1, 164 deaths under investigation (DUI) have been filed in court as of 
January 2017 (PNP Public Information Office, cited in Philippine Center for Investigative 
Journalism, 2017). 694 cases have arrested a suspect, while the remaining 470 cases have 
unknown suspects.  
  

Aside from killings by state authorities, vigilante-style killings were observed in the CAR, 
Region I and Region II. Gun masked men in motorcycles, more popularly known as “riding in 
tandem,” targets people in their homes at night (Amnesty International, 2017).  
  

As of December 31, 2016, there were 54 drug rehabilitation facilities and 3,529 total bed 
capacity throughout the country (DDB, cited in Philippine Center for Investigative 
Journalism, 2017).  There are 10, 424 rehabilitation cases as of May 23, 2017; meanwhile 
drug-related counseling done by the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) 
totaled to 153. Women and children were the majority of the surrenderees (Philippine 
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Center for Investigative Journalism, 2017). Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism 
(PCIJ) noted that given the situation, the government has no “specific program for women 
and children… they are often referred to government social workers or even mixed with 
adults in already severely congested rehabilitation facilities and detention (Philippine Center 
for Investigative Journalism, 2017).   
  

Table 4:  Numbers of the Drug War, July 2016 – May 2017  

Rehabilitation   10, 424  

DSWD Counseling   153  

Total Drug Offenders in Jail  
(a)  
(b)  

women  
children  

64, 647  
39, 518  
26, 415  

Source: PNP Directorate for Operations Monitoring Board (as cited in Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism, 2017).  

  
  

2. The Effects of the Drug War and Extra-Judicial Killings on Women and Children  

  

The Drug War  
  

All over the world, countries that implemented the war against drugs have resulted in a high 
rate of incarceration of women. The number of women imprisoned for drugs in the United 
States has increased from 12,300 in 1980 to 182, 271 in 2002 (American Civil Liberties 
Union; Break the Chains; Communities of Color and the War on Drugs; The Brennan Center). 
The same study also showed that from 1986 to 1999, women imprisoned for drug use have 
skyrocketed to 888% compared to the men.  In Brazil, the number of people imprisoned have 
increased from 60,000 to 134,000 (123% increases) from 2007 to 2012, while it is observed 
that “there has been a consistent and extensive increase in drugrelated incarceration among 
women. 80% of imprisoned women were due to drug trafficking charges (Miraglia, 2015).  
Just like in Ecuador, these women become “mules,” often times, at the request of their 
partners (CEDAW, 2012; Fleetwood & Torres, 2011).   
  

Many Ecuadorian women maintained their romantic relationship and “do their time” in 
prison together. Met with difficult decisions, various forms of parenting have been devised 
by women to fulfill their role as mothers.  Well-being of children is also at-risk when a mother 
was imprisoned because her children most likely will not live with the father. 79% of these 
children live with their grandparents while 10% are in foster homes. (American Civil 
Liberties Union; Break the Chains; Communities of Color and the War on Drugs; The Brennan 
Center). In Ecuador, children were brought voluntarily into prison by their 
mothers(Fleetwood & Torres, 2011). The lack of state funds to improve prison conditions 
has greatly affected the conditions of children. The imprisoned women have to share their 
food ration with their children because the latter were not considered part of the prison 
population. They also stay in overcrowded pavilions, where conflicts and violence were 
inevitable. Despite the effort of these mothers, they are still being stigmatized, often times, 
they are called selfish and irresponsible. In the US, women who were separated from their 
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children feel depressed, lonely and despair, which can trigger the urge to use drugs 
(American Civil Liberties Union; Break the Chains; Communities of Color and the War on 
Drugs; The Brennan Center).   
  

Children who were directly involved with drugs were also imprisoned, such as the case of 
“Mario” in Indonesia (Fransiska, Larasati, & Gunawan, 2011). “In the supply chain of illicit 
drugs, women and girls are usually minor links, but they suffer a disproportionate burden in 
the application of criminal law” (Rychkova, 2015).  The lack of “insider information” of 
women more likely leads to heavier sentences because they cannot “plea-bargain or make 
deals with the prosecutors” compared to accused men (Drug Policy Alliance, 2015).  
  

Pregnant women of color often refused to get prenatal care for fear of being discovered, in 
the process, the health of babies are at-risk. In Mexico, the lack of regard to the right to health 
of drug dependence was manifested through the absence of  regulation in drug rehabilitation 
facilities (Barra & Joloy, 2011). Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) such as congenital 
syphillis and Penicillin-resistant gonorrhea among women increases, especially those who 
“exchange sex for crack cocaine” (Reagan, September 1991).   
  

Not only the reproductive health of women is in danger, their economic rights are being 
violated. In the US, “one of the most visible aspects of the drug war strategy is the policing of 
public housing projects and other subsidized housing units (Reagan, September 1991). 
Tenants were evicted out of their housing unit even without evidence of drug abuse. In such 
cases, it was mostly the mothers and the grandmothers who were threatened with 
termination, even though they were not the ones using illegal drugs in the household. The 
threat of being a homeless adds up to the burden these women were carrying, which is caring 
for a drug-addicted family member. Poppy crop eradication in Afghanistan has resulted to 
worst economic consequences. The children of these farmers failed to enter school, worst, 
women and girls were used to pay the debts of the farmers, also referred to as “opium bride” 
(Ahmadzau & Kuonqui, 2011).  
  

Sexual and physical violence against women is widespread in prisons, including those 
committed by correctional officers(American Civil Liberties Union; Break the Chains; 
Communities of Color and the War on Drugs; The Brennan Center). On several occasions, the 
people tasked to protect the people were the ones violating their rights. For instance, four 
members of the Oakland Housing Authority’s special task force in California were charged 
with “theft, assault, battery and false arrest… their actions included clubbing an unresisting 
woman over the head with a flashlight, assaulting others who did not even live on the housing 
authority premises, and planting evidence on others to implicate them in drug activity” 
(Reagan, September 1991).  
  

Global experiences have shown that while women and children have minor roles in the grand 
scheme of drug trafficking, they take the heaviest burden when governments decide to wage 
a war against drugs  
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Extra-Judicial Killings  
  

Extra-judicial killings (EJK) in the Philippines was first attributed to political killings of 
government critics, especially leftist activists such as human rights defenders, trade 
unionists, land reform advocates, and others which reached its height during the Arroyo 
administration (Alston, 2008). The total number of executions ranges from 100 to 800, which 
merited a Mission to the Philippines by Special Rapporteur Philip Alston of the United 
Nations. His report was presented to the Human Rights Council Eight Session on 16 April 
2008. The report highlighted the impunity for extra-judicial killings “since no one has been 
convicted in the cases involving the left activists, and only six cases involving journalists 
resulted in convictions.”  
  

The term resurfaced since the start of the war on drugs of the Duterte administration. The 
term, however does not have a “clear definition” according to the Ateneo Human Rights 
Center (AHRC). Citing two cases and Administrative Order No. 35, AHRC provided three 
definitions of EJK:  
  

• “Extralegal killings are killings without due process of law, i.e., without legal 
safeguards or judicial proceedings” (Secretary v. Manalo, cited in Ateneo Human 
Rights Center, 2017).  

• “Extra-judicial killings and enforced disappearances, by their nature and purpose, 
constitute State or private party violation of the constitutional rights of individuals to 
life, liberty and security” (Razon Jr v. Tagitis, cited in Ateneo Human Rights Center, 
2017).  

• Extra-judicial killings are “killings wherein the victim was a (i) a member of, or 
affiliated with an organization, to include political, environmental, agrarian, labor or 
similar cases; or (ii) an advocate of above-named causes; or (iii) a media practitioner 
or (iv) person(s) apparently mistaken or identified to be so. It further stated that the 
victim was targeted by either State or non-State agents by reason of actual perceived 
membership, advocacy, or profession, and that the circumstances of the killing 
reveals a deliberate intent to kill” (Administrative Order No. 35, 2017 as cited in 
Ateneo Human Rights Center, 2017).  

Since there is no law that clearly stipulates the definition of EJK, one of the AHRC’s 
recommendations to the Philippine government, forwarded to the United Nations Human 
Rights Council Universal Periodic Review (3rd Cycle, 27th Session, 2017),  is “to enact a law 
clearly defining extra-judicial killings in line with internationally recognized standards” 
(Ateneo Human Rights Center, 2017).   
  

Effects of EJK on the Families Left Behind  
  

However, it must be emphasized that an EJK death does not end the human rights violation. 
In fact, it is an inciting incident to a host of interrelated negative conditions that have 
gravely undermined the economic and social rights of the families left behind. - PhilRights, 
2018  
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Victims of drug-related killings were mostly poor men, who have low-skilled and low-paid 
jobs or were even unemployed. The right to life were  violated through arbitrary killings and 
the lack of due process. “Not only has this campaign exposed police brutality and impunity, 
it has also highlighted the double standard accorded to alleged drug peddlers – with the poor 
immediately met with bullets while the rich are provided the “benefit of the doubt” and the 
right to due process” (Karapatan, 2017). This trend has implications on the discussion of the 
impact on the families left behind. Specifically, with a glaring majority  of them already 
marginalized on the basis of their socio-economic status, the impact is even harder as class-
based discrimination interfaces with gender, age and other identities and affinities of 
families.   
  

There is a growing literature on the impact of the Philippine drug war on families left behind, 
although these are mostly in the form of case documentation and features coming  from 
media and civil society reports. 1  The running themes  from these documents include fears, 
threats/intimidation, lack of access to socioeconomic, psychological and legal remedies from 
the government, harassment of human rights defenders while continuous impunity for the 
perpetrators and profiteering.  
  

Fear, threats and intimidation   
  

Ana lost her husband and 19-year old son. Together with her four children, they have to 
change their address for fear of the police (Uy, 2017). Maria, lost two members of the family. 
Her husband was also in the watchlist, so they decided to change residence and entrust their 
children to their parents (Uy, 2017). Several staff of Amnesty International (AI) Philippines 
had personally experienced  being declined by witnesses or family members to talk about 
what took place, citing safety reasons (Amnesty International, 2017). For instance, one 
family in Metro Manila did not attend the wake of  the family member that was shot dead by 
a police officer at point-blank range (Amnesty International, 2017). Others requested that 
their identities be concealed.  In some cases, the neighbors refused to attend the wake of the 
dead to avoid being associated with the person and his/her family (Ladrido, 2018). As a 
result, families opted to silence their voices in fear of retaliation from the perpetrators.  
  

Limited resource, high cost of justice  
  
For every Tokhang victim, there is a woman wailing beside  

- Neri Colmenares (in Lopez, 2018).  
  

A major barrier for those who opted to pursue investigation and legal justice for the death of 
their loved ones is the lack of economic resources. Not surprisingly only a few chose to bring 

                                                           
1 Apart from news and research reports cited, see also The Human Cost of the Philippine War on Drugs (NASWEI, 2017).  

The casebook features 19 cases of accounts of the drug war from the perspective of drug surrenderees and families 
whose loved ones were lost to the killings. It was written by social work faculty members from different universities and 
colleges in the country.   
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to follow up police investigations, or for those who have identified the killers, brought their 
cases to court. Most families, instead of seeking justice and spending time and resources, 
chose to spend their time working to ensure the well-being of the family. Since adult men 
were the major casualties in the drug war, more pressures were placed to poor Filipino 
women – most were mothers, grandmothers and, even teenage mothers – to make ends meet 
now that the family’s breadwinner is gone.    
  

Two stories of women illustrate this situation. Mrs. Rodriguez manually cuts up rubber 
slippers until late in the evening to finish her quota. On one occasion, she asked her son to 
buy food for her, but her son didn’t return that night. It took her 14 hours to locate her son’s 
dead body at a morgue (Philippine Human Rights Information Center, 2018). “Grace’s” 
daughter died during one of the police operation in October 16, 2016 (Ladrido, 2018). As a 
result, she was left to provide for her family of three children, 10 grandchildren and her ailing 
husband.   
  

Gender relations within the household before and after the EJK is another aspect that needs 
to be examined in depth. In another documented case, a woman didn’t know how to feel 
about the untimely loss of his husband since she was being physically abused by him 
(Ladrido, 2018).    
  

Further, Amnesty International documented at least 10 cases  related to the drug killing, 
where witnesses, may they be the sole witness or not,  were not even investigated or 
questioned (Amnesty International, 2009). This is a violation of the Revised PNP Operational 
Procedure 9.4 (h), wherein there is a need to identify and question victims/complainant and 
possible witnesses at the scene after identifying the crime that was committed (Philippine 
National Police, 2013).   
  

Profiteering  
  

The cost of a funeral service for those killed in the anti-drug operation is expensive for those 
people living in dire poverty. The cost  ranges from P35,000 to P50,000 (Amnesty 
International, 2017). The cost is being disputed by family members because there were many 
funeral parlors near the area of death, but the body was taken to a more expensive funeral 
home. According to Amnesty International (2017), “the police get a cut from funeral homes 
for every body they bring.” Accordingly, the police officers are being paid by at least P10,000 
in exchange of the body. Police theft was also observed after the drug operations. AI 
documented cases involving missing laptop, watch, cellphone, money and even the statue of 
the Virgin Mary after police operations (Amnesty International, 2017). Worse, some officers 
are being allegedly paid for every drug user and pusher they kill. The so called “cash reward 
scales” range from 20,000 Php for street level pusher and user; 50,000 Php  for a member of 
the neighborhood council; 1,000, 000 Php for distributors, retailers and wholesalers; and 5, 
000, 000 Php for drug lords (Mogato & Baldwin, 2017).  
  

Harassment of Human Rights Defenders  
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Several international NGOs have described the impunity of state authorities and even the so-
called vigilantes in the drug  war campaign. Out of the thousand killings, no one  was 
imprisoned. Rather than investigate the killings, President Duterte even went so far as to 
defend the police operations and the resulting casualties.  
  

Vice-president Leni Robredo issued critical statements against the drug policy of the 
government as early as 2016. Days after Duterte assumed the presidency, she called on 
authorities to investigate the 100 reported drug-related cases (Viray, 2016). She argued that 
the drug problem should be regarded as a public issue rather than using bullets to solve it 
(ABS-CBN News, 2017). She also exposed the “palit-ulo” scheme, where, a family member 
will be taken if the person in the drug watchlist cannot be found (ABS-CBN News, 2017). In 
an effort to discredit her statements, President Duterte called her home city Naga  as a hotbed 
for shabu, implicating her brother-in-law as the person that brought drugs to her home 
(PhilStar Global, 2018). Another vocal critique of EJK, Senator Leila De Lima, was put into 
prison for alleged connection to drugs (Iyengar, 2016).   
  

The concept of human rights becomes blurred as it is weighted against human lives:   
  

And when illegal drug operations turn nasty and bloody, advocates of human rights lash at—and 
pillory—our law enforcers and this administration to no end. Sadly, I have yet to hear really howls of 
protest from the human rights advocates and church leaders against drug-lordism, drug dealing and 
drug pushing as forceful and vociferous as the ones directed against the alleged errant [law]enforcers 
in the fight against this social scourge… Your concern is human rights, mine is human lives. The lives 
of our youth are being wasted and families are destroyed, and all because of the chemicals called shabu, 
cocaine, cannabis, and heroine (President Rodrigo Duterte, 2018 SONA).  

These summary executions and ineffective remedies violates Article 6.1 and Article 2.3 (a) of 
the International Covenant for Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which was ratified by the 
Philippines in October 23, 1986.  
  

 Article 6.1 states that “every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall be protected by 
law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.   
  
Article 2.3 (a) states that “each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to ensure that any 
person  whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized are violated shall have an effective 
remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official 
capacity” (United Nations, 1966).  

  

Principle 20 of the Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and 
Reparation was also violated. It specifically states that:  
  

Compensation should be provided for any economically assessable damage, as appropriate and 
proportional to the gravity of the violation and the circumstances of each case, resulting from 
gross violations of international human rights law and serious violations of international 
humanitarian law, such as: (a) Physical or mental harm; (b) Lost opportunities, including 
employment, education and social benefits; (c) Material damages and loss of earnings, including 
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loss of earning potential; (d) Moral damage; (e) Costs required for legal or expert assistance, 
medicine and medical services, and psychological and social services (United Nations, 2005).  

  

The Philippines’ experience is closely similar with Nigeria, Mexico, Brazil and the United 
States. In Nigeria, those who were victims of EJK came from the poor. Fear also drives the 
families whose member were killed  by summary execution attributed to the Nigeria Police 
Force (NPF) due to alleged involvement in petty crimes (Amnesty International, 2009). 
Those who tried to investigate the death of their loved ones were stigmatized in the 
community, threatened, harassed and even arrested by the police officers. “Most families 
cannot pay a lawyer, the court fees or a percentage of the damages requested. Poor families 
undergo another level of victimization when claiming the body of their loved ones. Cases 
such as demanding payment from the family by the police to release the body, accepts bribe 
as an assurance that the body is not dumped in a mass grave, or letting the body linger in the 
mortuary for more than a year  are commen cases (Amnesty International, 2009). In Mexico, 
the school grounds were not exempted from the constant battles between drug cartels and 
the military (Barra & Joloy, 2011). In addition, the government implemented Program 
Mochila Segura (Safe schoolbag), which violated the right to freedom and privacy of children. 
(Barra & Joloy, 2011). Both occasions have caused fear among students and have greatly 
contributed to the high absenteeism among them. In Morro de Alemao, Brazil, police were 
“publicly denounced for searching under young girls’ skirts” after a confrontation with the 
police and drug traffickers in 2007 (Gueraldi, 2011). Still, subsequent police searches of 
children’s school bags continued throughout the country exempting only children under the 
age of 12. In 2004, the No Child Left Behind Act was implemented in the US. Federal funds 
were used for school-based drug testing. One of the consequences of mandatory drug testing 
is the “labelling” of young people as drug users, which may “likely reduce their confidence, 
confidence, happiness, self-esteem at school as well as to lower aspirations, and thus may 
lead to escalating drug use… suspension or school exclusion” (Fletcher, 2011).   
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Part II: Data Gathering for the Report  

  
  

1. Method and Process  

  

For both the data gathering with women and children, researchers conducted interviews, 
and where possible, focus group discussions. The interviews were conducted by the GAD 
and Children Focal persons, and other trained staff, of the the CHR Regional Offices. There 
were two FGDs facilitated: one with barngay level stakeholders in a city in Luzon, and the 
other with spouses and mothers of EJK victims in NCR.   
  

Interviews  
  

The interview tool for the women has 35 items of closed and open-ended questions on the 
following areas of inquiry:  
  

• Interviewee’s profile  
• Household profile  
• EJK victim’s profile  
• Household situation before and after the killing  
• Immediate events after the death of the victim  
• Ideas on justice in the context of EJK   

  

The CHR GAD focal persons and the Children Rights focal persons in the CHR Regional 
Offices led the study in their respective regions. Prior to data gathering, they attended a 
training on gender-sensitive and child-friendly research at the UP-College of Social Work 
and Community Development in May 2017. The training also covered the orientation on 
the interview tool and discussion on possible strategies in data gathering.2 It was agreed 
that that the training participants would echo their lessons to their team back in the 
regions, as part of the preparation for the data gathering.3  
  

The field data gathering started in August 2017 and was completed in October 2017. The 
interviewees were recruited mainly from the families of EJK victims who had been 
interviewed before by the CHR-RO for the purposes of investigation or they had 
approached the office to ask for legal assistance. The process of recruitment and 

                                                           
2 A degree of flexibility was allowed for researchers in conducting the interviews, given the sensitivty of the topic which 

may require changing the sequence of questions in the tool, the phrasing in fielding the questions, among other 
adjustments. As experiences the researchers bear out, the process of interviewing for the project is markedly different 
from what the interview they do as CHR investigators in that it is more attuned – in fact, gives primacy to – the needs 
and feelings of the interviewee, rather than the agenda of the interviewer which is to gather data. Generally though, the 
researchers were able to follow the interview tool and gather information on its areas of inquiry.   
3 It was required that CHR staff who will be involved in the data gathering have a basic orientation on gender-sensitive 

and child-friendly research. Only in one instance (Region VII) was there a report that a CHR staff who had not attended 
the echo session joined the data gathering.  
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preparation for the field interviewees took several weeks, particularly for teams who did 
the interviews in situ, sometimes in remote areas. There were also interviews conducted in 
CHR offices as agreed with the women who felt it was safer to have the interviews there 
instead of in their communities.   
  

The CHR-RO reciprocated the participation of women and children by way of giving them 
groceries and school supplies after the interviews. The groceries were very much 
appreciated by the women, especially since many of them faced financial difficulties even 
before their family member was killed, and more so after.   
  

Focus Group Discussions   
  

The focus group discussion was initially designed to gain insight on the community impact 
of the War on Drugs and EJK, focusing on the women’s experience, in representative areas 
from Luzon, Visayas, Mindanao and the National Capital Region.  Target participants 
included barangay officials, representatives from community-based organizations, and 
residents.  But because of logistical and security concerns, the FGD was only conducted in 
the Luzon area within the data gathering period (September 2017).  There were also efforts 
in the first half of 2018 to organize an FGD in the Visayas, but this had not progressed for 
the same reasons previously mentioned.   
  

A second FGD, this time specific to mothers and spouses of EJK victims  was conducted 
simultaneously with the children’s workshop organized by the CHR Children’s Rights 
Center in November 2018.  This was in anticipation that there will be women (or female 
adults) accompanying the children to the CHR activity, and it was an opportunity to 
supplement the data from the Luzon FGD.    
  

The participants to the workshop came from a barangay in NCR, which has a high number 
of EJK cases. The parish church was the main community contact. Initial groundwork for 
recruitment of FGD participants was also done by the parish priest, then prior to the FGD, 
the mothers were asked again if they wanted to participate. No token or compensation was 
given to the mothers (or for their children) apart from those given to everyone who was in 
the CRC workshop. After the FGD, the participants were introduced to Atty. Jill Regalado of 
CHR for a brief orientation on the CHR, its mandate and services offered. It was noted that 
none of the women had accessed legal assistance on their EJK case.    
  

Documentation of the two FGDs with adult stakeholders were audio recorded and 
transcribed. There are also photos of the FGD outputs from the second FGD (women’s 
drawings and letters). The participants gave their expressed consent to these forms of 
documentation after the facilitators explained to them the objectives and process of the 
activity and the purpose of its documentation.   
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2. Scope and Limitations  

  

Definition of terms  
  

For the purposes of the report, the “War on Drugs” refers to the overall approach to curbing 
drug trade and addiction in the country. This includes “Tokhang”, “EJK”, drug users 
surrendering to the barangay, and drug rehabilitation efforts as mentioned by the 
participants in the interviews and FGDs.   
  

“EJK”, or extra-judicial killings, refer to the killings from both drug-related police 
operations and vigilante-style murders.   
  

“Tokhang” and “EJK” were used interchangeably by the participants, although in writing the 
report, “EJK” is used specifically to refer to the killings as described above.     
  

 “EJK victims” refer to the alleged drug peddlers or users, as well as those who were killed 
as “collateral damage”4 in EJK, while “EJK families” are the families whose one or more 
members were EJK victims.   
  

Participants   
  

All in all, the data gathering in the 15 regions covered 53 interviews5 of adult women and 
who knew the victim, and were willing to be interviewed on their experience and thoughts 
on EJK. They can be members of the same family or household, a close relative, or a former 
intimate partner.    
  

Table 2.1: Number of Women Interviewed per Region  
Region  No. of Women 

Interviews 
Documented  

I  6  

II  6  

III  4  

IV  4  

                                                           
4 “Collateral damage” was the term used by President Duterte for the deaths of children and other “innocent 

bystanders” in the War on Drugs. This, according tåo him, is inevitable, thus police officers and other State agents are 
not criminally liable in such case.s (Available in 
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/12/29/1657914/dutertesorry-innocent-killed-war-drugs. Last accessed on 30 
November 2018)  
5 There were 53 interviews conducted, however, one interviewee from Region XII, indicated in her consent form that 

she did not want her responses to be used in the study in any way.   

http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/12/29/1657914/duterte-sorry-innocent-killed-war-drugs
http://www.philstar.com/headlines/2016/12/29/1657914/duterte-sorry-innocent-killed-war-drugs
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V  3  

VI  4  

VII  3  

VIII  3  

IX  3  

X  3  

Region  No. of Women 
Interviews 
Documented  

XI  3  

XII  3  

XIII  5  

CAR  3  

NCR  0  

Total  53  

    

Documentation and data used  
  

The documentation in NCR showed interviews with four children but no adults. One 
interview had been with the victim’s gilfriend who is also the mother of his child. The 
girlfriend was only 17 years old at the time of the interview. For the purposes of the report, 
and as guided by the definition under RA 7610, she was categorized as a “child”.  
  

On the other hand, an interview with an adult child of an EJK victim (25 years old) was 
reported under Children’s Interview. The responses were not tabulated because the data 
gathered were incomplete. The said interview seemed to function as a background to the 
below-18 children’s interview i.e. to explain the complex family relations and household 
arrangements relevant to the narrative. The story, however, included in the report as a case 
study on a woman victim of EJK (See Box 1 on the Case of C.).  
  

The written documentation on interviews were submitted in either Filipino or English. 
Several CHR-ROs submitted transcripts of interviews in the local language with English 
translations. The transcriptions from Regions VII and XI (women) have no translation as 
submitted, so this was provided by a third party, who is based in NCR.    
  

The quality of interviews and uneven documentation output from the field data gathering 
has implications on how the data were analyzed for the report. Specifically, data from 
Region XIII has limited value as data on women’s perception on the War on Drugs because 
these were submitted in the form of a single report, summarizing the results of interviews 
with all five women. In Region III and V, although two interviews have separate 
documentation, it was noted that the content was similar, leading the writer to surmise 
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that it was a joint interview. Thus in tabulating the answers, the four interviews were 
counted as only two cases.   
  

Table 2.2: Number of Women Interviewed per Region  

Regions  No. of Women Interviews 
Documented  

No of Interviews with only 
summarized reports*  

No. of  Interviews 
with Responses 
Tabulated  

I  6  0  6  

II  6  0  6  

III  4  0  3**  

IV  4  4  4  

V  3  0  2**  

Regions  No. of Women Interviews 
Documented  

No of Interviews with only 
summarized reports*  

No. of  Interviews 
with Responses 
Tabulated  

VI  4  4  4  

VII  3  0  3  

VIII  3  0  3  

IX  3  0  3  

X  3  0  3  

XI  3  0  3  

XII  3  0  3  

XIII  5  5  0  

CAR  3***  0  3  

NCR  0  0  0  

Total  53  13  46  
*No audio recording, interview transcripts or filled up Q&A form submitted  
** Two interviews as documented had similar responses because they refer to the same case  
*** One interview with an adult child of the victim was categorized under Children’s Interviews. This was not counted in the tabulation of 

responses however, the story is included in the report as a case study.    

  

Ethical Considerations  
  

Willingness to be interviewed was an important criterion because of the political climate 
surrounding the issue of EJK at the time of data gathering. Although most of the women 
were previously interviewed by the CHR for purposes of investigation and legal assistance, 
it was not assumed that they will consent to another interview, this time more focused on 
the impact of the killing on their lives, their families and communities. It was also made 
clear in the recruitment of participants to the study that they will not be prejudiced with 
regard to CHR assistance if they did not agree to be interviewed. Of the 53 interviews, eight 
women did not want their interviews audio recorded, although they were comfortable with 
the researcher taking down notes during the interview.   
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The depth of interview and data collection was also guided by sensitivity to the women’s 
willingness to share certain details and emotional state. For instance, not all interviews 
were able to profile the victim in relation to their involvement in drugs, and the manner she 
or he was killed. The project recognizes that these are not only sensitive, incriminating 
information but they can also trigger heavy emotions during the interviews. 
Documentation is also another factor as these details may have been missed in the 
interviews where the women did not agree to an audio recording.  
  
  

3. Data Processing and Analysis  

  

There were several layers of data processing. First was a data audit where the submitted 
audio files and written reports were recorded. CHR-Regional offices which stll lack 
interviews were followed up for their output.   
  

Simultaneously, the data was also assessed for their surface content i.e. did all the 
questions in the interview tool have answers, and at the expected depth? A data matrix was 
prepared for this purpose. The interview transcripts were the main references for this 
layer of data processing, and relevant texts were copied verbatim to the data matrix. When 
transcripts were not available (i.e., the woman did not agree to have her interview audio 
recorded), the filled up Q&A form was the next reference.6  
  

The profile information on the EJK victims and their household, along with responses to 
other closed-ended questions, was summarized through descriptive statistics. On the other 
hand, themes were culled out from the women’s and children’s narration of their 
experiences of EJK and its impact on themselves, their families and communities.   
  
  
  

   

                                                           
6 In Regions IV, V and XIII, even this was not available, so the summarized report and researchers’ notes were used. 

The five interviews from Region XIII was presented in one report with no distinction among the responses of the five 
women. This made the data invalid for tabulation. The reports from Regions IV and V provided documentation per 
interview, and the resonses were included in the tabulation when possible. This accommodation of data which did not 
follow research protocol on documentation was deemed acceptable for the purposes of a report, however, the uneveness 
of the data from the project seriously limits its value as a research.  
   See also data audit as submitted to the CHR-Central Office in June 2018 for the listing of the data available and used 
for this report.   
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Part III. Interviews with Women   

  

The tabulated individual and household profiles covered 46 out of the 53 completed 
interviews for the project. This was because of the inadequate documentation of five 
interviews, and two were joint interviews (therefore counted two not four cases).   
  
  

1. Profile of the Woman Interviewee  

  

The interviews present a diverse range of women who shared their experiences and 
perspectives on the War on Drugs and extra-judicial killing (EJK). The oldest intervewee is 
73 years old, while the youngest is 20 years old. The average age is 46.8 years old.  
  

Table 3.1: Age of Interviewee  

Age of 
Interviewee  Frequency  

18-21  2  

21-30  5  

31-40  8  

41-50  13  

51-60  10  

61-70  7  

above 70  1  

Total  46  

    

Majority of them are engaged in various forms of paid work (80.4%), from domestic work 
to office employees. There are two women (4.3%) who are not employed but receive 
pension, which they consider their personal income. The rest (15.2%) are not engaged in 
paid work or did not indicate their source of income, if any.   
  

Table 3.2: Source of Income or Paid Work of Women  

Source of Income / Paid Work of Women  Frequency*  
paid domestic work (laundry, housekeeping) 9 retail selling (e.g. sari-sari 

store owner)  7 office employee (regular or contractual)  4 

barangay worker (e.g. daycare, nutrition scholar, health worker) 2 

beautician  2 eatery / restaurant business  2 fish vendor  2 

pensioner (retired employee)  2 teacher  2 agricultural 

laborer  1 barangay kagawad  1  

Source of Income / Paid Work of Women  Frequency*  
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hog raising  1  

farming  1  

retail selling (store helper)  1  

selling meals or other food stuff   1  

sells farm produce  1  

student assistant   1  

none (no paid work)  4  

no answer / blank  3  
   * number does not add to 46 because of multiple answers  

  

With regard to income as an indicator of their socio-economic status, it is clear from the 
tabulated responses that majority of the interviewees are not financially stable. Amost half 
of the women (47.8%) have monthly incomes amounting to PhP 10,000 or less; 34.8% said 
that their income is PhP 5,000 or less.7  
  

Table 3.3: Estimated Average Income of Women from their Paid Work  

Estimated Average Income from Paid Work  Total  

below 3,000/mo  6  

3,000 -5,000/mo   10  

5,001-10,000/mo  6  

10,001-15,000/mo  2  

15,001-20,000/mo  2  

20,001-25,000/mo  2  

25,001-30,000/mo  1  

n/a (no paid work / no in employment)  7  

blank / did not answer  10  

Total  46  

    

Even more striking is that 20 out of the 46 women interviewed (43.5%) said that they are 
the main breadwinners in their family. Of the 20 female breadwinners, 13 of them have 
incomes of PhP 5,000 or less, supporting an average of six household members. The 
number of household members supported by the women’s income range from 2 to 10.   
  

                                                           
7 Based on the most recent website posting of the Philippine Statistical Authority, the poverty line stands at PhP 9,140 

which is the minimum amount needed by a family of five to meet its food and non-food requirements. The food 

threshhold was computed at PhP 6,365 per month for a family of five (Available in  

https://psa.gov.ph/content/poverty-incidence-among-filipinos-registered-263-first-semester-2015-psa)  

  

https://psa.gov.ph/content/poverty-incidence-among-filipinos-registered-263-first-semester-2015-psa
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There were only 29 responses to the question on whether the woman considers herself as 
the main decision-maker in their household (“household head”). Only 19 said they are the 
household heads (65.5% of the responses).  
  

Out of 46, six are members of indigenous cultural communities (from Region I and XII), and 
one interviewee is a woman with disability (from Region VII). None of the women 
identified herself as a LBTQIA+.   
  

In terms of their relationship with the EJK victim, almost half of the women interviewed are 
wives or domestic partners of the EJK victims (45.7%), followed by mothers (34.8%). 
Thewives or domestic partners have known the victim for over two years to 43 years, while 
mothers and sisters would have known the victim since her or his birth.   
  

Table 3.4: Relationship of Interviewee to EJK Victim  

Relationship to EJK victim  Frequency  

wife or domestic partner  21  

mother  17  

sister  3  

child  1  

grandmother  1  

others (e.g. other relative, in-law)  3  

Total  46  

    

The current civil status of the women is shown in Table 7. A separate category for widows 
of the EJK victim was created to differentiate them from widows whose partners died by 
other causes. The report also does not differentiate between legal marriages and 
commonlaw relationships as the quality of relationship is what is relevant, not the legality 
of their union.   
  

Table 3.5: Civil Status of Women Interviewed   

Civil Status of Women Interviewed   Frequency  

widowed (spouse or partner of EJK victim)  21  

married  14  

in a domestic partnership   3  

single/not married  2  

separated  1  

widow  1  
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blank / no answer  4  

Total  46  

  

  
2. Current Household Profile  

  

Majority of the EJK victims belong to extended households which are not well-off, some in 
dire financial situations. The estimated monthly household incomes of the women 
interviewed ranged from PhP 5,000 to PhP 48,000. This income is inclusive of the 
contributions of household members, financial support from family and relatives who do 
not live with them (e.g. remittances from overseas Filipino workers) and subsidies (e.g.  
Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program or 4Ps). Twenty-two women (47.8%) estimated 
their household monthly income at not more than PhP 10,000.   
  

One woman did not specify their monthly household income, only said that it is “above 
average”. Her family owns a popular restaurant in their town.   
  

Table 3.6: Estimated Monthly Household Income   

Estimated Monthly Household Income  Frequency  

below 3,000/mo  3  

3,000 -5,000/mo   9  

5,001-10,000/mo  10  

10,001-15,000/mo  2  

15,001-20,000/mo  1  

20,001-25,000/mo  1  

25,001-30,000/mo  4  

above 30,000/mo  1  

“above average”  1  

blank / no answer  14  

Total  46  

    

As previously mentioned, the number of household members ranges from 2 members to 
10, while the average number of members is 5.6.  
  

There are children(i.e. below 18 years old) in 34 householdswhere a member was killed in 
the drug war (73.9%). The youngest is three months old (grandchild of the EJK victim) 
while the oldest is 17 years old (child of the EJK victim).  
  

Table 3.7: Number of Children in Intervewed Households   
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Number of Children in the 
Household  

No. of  
households  

1  14  

2  8  

3  6  

4  5  

5  2  

no minors in household  4  

no information  8  

Total  46  

    

Regardless of income, almost all households have more than one member contributing the 
budget. Of the 35 women out of 46 who answered the question, 24 said there are at least 
two adults providing for the household (68.6%); in three households, there are five adults 
engaged in paid work.  
  

In six of the 11 households with only one member providing for its needs, this refers to the 
woman interviewed. Five of these women earn only PhP 5,000 or less.  
  

Table 3.8: Number of Members Contributing to Household Income  

Number of Household Members  Frequency  

1  11  

2  13  

3  5  

4  3  

5  3  

no information  9  

not specified  2  

Total  46  

    

The nature of paid work of household members is also varied. Many are in low-paying work 
such as farming, fishing, paid domestic labor, construction work and itinerant vending. The 
better-off households also have members with regular income (e.g. employees), pensions, 
own business or work abroad.   
  

In terms of housing, 62.5 percent of the women who answered this question said that they 
have their own house and lot.  
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Table 3.9: Housing Arrangements of Women’s Households   

Housing Arrangements of Women’s 
Households  Total  

own house and lot  10  

renting  5  

own house only  5  

lives with parents / relatives  3  

own home lot only  1  

house and lot belong to parents / relatives  1  

other arrangements (e.g. caretakers)  1  

blank / no answer  20  

Total  46  

  

    

3. The EJK victim  

  

Minimal information was gathered on the profile of the EJK victim as the focus of the report 
is the perspective of the woman on the War on Drugs. Except for a general description of as 
a family member, no standard personal information was asked about the victim and how he 
died in the interview tool.   
  

There are 46 cases of extra-judicial killings covered by the report; all except three involved 
male victims (See Box 1 for the case of C., a female drug user and peddler, and EJK 
victim)Their ages range from below 18 (age was not specified) to 53 years old. Six victims 
are members of indigenous cultural communities. One victim was identified as gay.  
  

Majority of the EJK victims were earning an income when they were killed (35 out of 46 or 
76.1%). Their employment ranged from managerial positions in their offices to informal 
sector jobs such as collecting bets from jueteng, cockfighting and peddling drugs. Five 
women did not state if the EJK victim was employed or not when they died.   
  

Table 3.10: Source of Income of EJK Victims   

Source of Income of EJK Victims   Frequency  

driver  10  

cockpit worker, jueteng, cara y cruz   4  

fishing, fish vendor  4  

construction worker  2  

drug peddler  2  
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employee  2  

farming  2  

canteen worker  2  

factory worker  2  

beautician  1  

choreographer  1  

own business  1  

ice delivery   1  

mechanic  1  

retail selling (sari-sari store owner)  1  

seafarer / OFW  1  

sells cooked food  1  

student  1  

employed, not specified  1  

not employed  4  

blank / no answer  5  
 * number does not add to 46 due to multiple answers    

  

The following are additional information on the victim as culled out from the responses of 
the interviewees:8  
  

• 12 of the interviewees said their family member were killed in police operations or 
suspected police operatives were behind the murder.   
  

• 11 victims were said to be killed vigilantes (“riding in tandem”, “naka-motor”)  
  

• 6 interviewees were not sure whether it was the police or vigilantes who killed the 
victim because of the different stories they’ve heard about what happened  
  

• One of the female victims was a “collateral damage”, or a bystander victim of 
drugrelated violence. As narrated by the mother (Region I):  
  

Pagka-surrender ng asawa ko sa PNP, may napapansin na kaming nakamotor, 
ridingin-tandem. Humihinto sa tapat ng bahay, tinitingnan daw ang anak ko. 
Pagkatapos, nag-iistambay sa tabi. Tapos isang araw, nagulat na lang kami, may 
humintong motor, unang putok, nakatakbo yung asawa ko, tatlo ang tama niya. Si 
M.nasa loob siya noon, nagto-toothbrush kasi papasok ng eskwela. Yung asawa ko 

                                                           
8 Not all interviews touched on the victim’s profile in relation to involvement in drugs, the manner she or he was killed. 

See earlier discussion on the scope and limitations of the project in this report.  
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napatakbo sa likod sinundan pa. Sigaw ako ng sigaw, ‘tas yung panganay ko, simigaw 
na natamaan si M. Pag-akyat ko, si M. nakbulagta na. Nakita ng anak ko yung pumatay. 
Nakatakip ng panyo mata lang nakikita kaya hindi din namukhaan. Naka khaki shorts 
at leather jacket. Walang plate number yung sasakyang ginamit.9  

  

• Three victims were killed because they were mistaken for someone else according 
to the interviewees.  
  

• 18 victims were confirmed by the interviewees to hadbeen involved in illegal drugs; 
another 3 said they have heard other people say that their family member was a 
drug user or peddler. One interviewee said that the victim was in the watchlist 
although she knew he had never used or sold illegal drugs.  
  

• 14 victims surrendered to the PNP or the barangay in Operation Tokhang.   
  

• Prior to their surrender under Oplan Tokhang, 9 victims had police records or had 
been involved in peace and order issues in their barangay, according to the 
interviewees. These issues include altercations with neighbors, involvement in 
brawls, petty theft, possession of illegal drugs and allegedly participating in a gang 
rape.   

  
Box 3.1: The Case of C.   
  
C. is a native of Dumaguete Province but she resided in Luzon as an adult. She married R. and had one 

child with him. They eventually separated. Their child lived with her father but maintained her ties with C.   
  
After some years, C found another partner with whom she had five children. Her partner was a driver who 
also used drugs and occasionally engaged in selling them. He was arrested, leaving C. to take care of their 
children by herself. C. took up with another man who was also involved with illegal drugs.   
  
C. was physically and verbally abusive to her children. She also did not keep it from her children that she 
was selling drugs. People came in and out of their house where they repacked shabu in sachets. There 
were also pot sessions in their house. At times, she would order her two older children (both female) to 
deliver drugs to clients or meet with someone who will give them the shabu. C. would accompany them 
every now and then in these transactions, but it was always the child who carried the drugs in their person. 
Although the children knew that what they were doing was wrong and they could get arrested for it, they 
did it because they were afraid of their mother.   
  

C. was killed in a police operation. She had been “pedicuring” outside her house when suddenly there was 
a loud sound, then she slumped forward. Her 8-year old son, H., was beside her when this happened. Later, 
her family found out that C. was on the drug watchlist as one of the most notorious drug peddlers in the 
community.   

  
  

 4. Impact of the EJK    

  

                                                           
9 Quoted interview transcripts in this report were all edited to remove identifying information.  
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On the Interviewees Themselves  
  

The women’s description of the impact of EJK on them revolved mostly only two things: the 
psychological and emotional effects, and the effect of the death on the practical side of their 
everyday living. About the latter, making ends meet was highlighted.   
  

The sudden and violent way that they lost their family member came as a shock to all of the 
interviewees. Most of the women learned about the death of the victm through their 
relatives, neighbors or the police who either called them or personally delivered the news. 
In nine cases, the interviewee was with the victim when he or she was killed, or was 
nearby.One interviewee said that among her family members, she was the one most 
affected when the news of the death came, “para kang masiraan ng ulo” (Region I).   
  

Conversations about the EJK victim and the War on Drugs could trigger their memories of 
the event and their sense of loss, even a year or so after the event. They still have trouble 
sleeping, could not eat properly, and cry when they remember what happened. One woman 
in Region I said that she sometimes could not stop thinking about it (“isip ng isip”) and 
“natutulala”.  
  

It also affected their work:  
  

Naging mas matumal ako sa trabaho. Parang, alam ko ‘yung trabaho ko, pero hindi ko matuon ng 
maayos sa trabaho ang atensyon ko. Wala talaga ako sa focus kaya natambakan ako ng trabaho” 
(CAR).  
  
One woman who was a teacher revealed that for months after her husband was killed, she felt 
empty and lost and seemed not to know what to teach her pupils anymore. (Region XIII)  

  

Some interviewees said that they are still grieving deeply for their loved ones. A woman 
described the impact on her as “like [I] no longer have a life” (Region VII) as she recalls the 
plans she and her husband made for their family and livelihood. Another said, that she 
“feels nothing maybe because [she doesn’t] care anymore.” Her only goal is how to survive 
on a day-to-day basis (Region XII). Others simply put it as feeling “sobrang kalungkutan” 
[extreme sadness]. In Region VI, the woman had yet to recover from the death of her 
husband when her son was killed a month after – both men were EJK victims.   
  

Nine women mentioned feeling angry and frustrated with the people who they felt were 
responsible for the EJK (e.g. the police or barangay), or their situation in general.It even 
crossed the mind of one interviewee to hire someone to kill the person whom she thinks 
had her son killed, but she quickly dismissed it (Region VII). In one case, the woman’s anger 
was directed at the victim, her husband, whom she discovered had a second family only 
after his death (CAR).   
  

Lagi kong naiisip “Oh my God, pinagtaksilan mo ako.” Inis na inis ako. Sabi ko nga, sana isang 
oras lang, para masabi ko lang lahat ng gusto kong masabi. Pero tinanggap ko na, kasi wala na, 
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wala na akong magagawa. Nasayangan lang ako sa relasyon namin kasi niloloko niya lang pala 
ako. Kung nalaman ko lang sana, may nagawa sana ako. Kung may tao rin sanang naglakas loob 
na sabihan man lang ako. Kasi tinatanong ko sila, alam naman pala nila, bakit hindi man lang 
nila sinabi sa akin. Ang rason lang nila, pinapakita lang nila respeto nila sa kaniya…. [A]ng 
hirap magpatawad.  

  

Fear for the safety and security of other family members and that of their own is another 
effect of the EJK. This fear lingered for a long time, for some, it continues even a year after 
the violent death of the EJK victim. Sudden or loud sounds, the sight of police officers were 
cited as triggers of strong reactions:    
  

Pag kumahol ang aso, kinakabahan na ako, pabalik balik ang insidente sa isip ko Ma’am. 
(Region XII)  
  
Andun na lagi ang takot sa akin dibdib after nung nangyari sa asawa ko yung tipong may 
nakinig lang akong kaluskos kuamakabog na agad ang dibdib ko at yung halos hindi makatulog 
ng ayos sa gabi. (Region IV)  
  
Natatakot na ako pag may pulis. Ninenerbyos ako. Baka agsubli da especially dito kami 
kumakain sa labas. (Region I)  

  

Two interviewees (from CAR and Region III) also said that they are afraid to talk about the 
death of their family member in public because they do not feel safe to do so.   
  
Box 3.2: Domestic Violence and the War on Drugs  
  
While not minamalizing the gravity ofEJK and its impact on their household, two interviewees also felt 

relieved with the death of the victim because it mean freedom from domestic violence against them or 

their loved ones.   
  
R. was in a common-law relationship with C., the EJK victim, for 10 years. They had three children.   
  
In 2012, C. was convicted for the crime of simple seduction for which he spent a year in prison. R. noticed 

a change in his behavior when he returned. She suspected that it was around this time that her partner 

was heavily using drugs. Although C. was employed as a mechanic, he was often asking R. for money for 

various reasons. When R. could not give him money, he turned verbally and physically abusive against 

her. The breaking point was in 2016 when C. tried to hurt her in front of her aunt. R. then told him to get 

out of their house. He did so but brought their television set with him.  
  
Shortly after, C. started receiving threatening text messages from R, demanding that they live together 

again, then later, messages stating that he will kill their children or all of them.C. filed a criminal complaint 

under the Anti-Violence against Women and their Children (R.A. 9262) in July 2016. In her affidavit, she 

also cited “extreme emotional and mental pain” of R.’s text messages on the children who became afraid 

to go to school.  
  
The criminal case was on-going when R. was killed in a police operation in September 2016.R. admitted 

that she felt relieved when she heard about his death but she was also saddened because her children 
will grow up without their father. Despite C.’s abusive behavior against her, (and eventually, even against 
her children with his threatening SMS) he had provided for their children. There were also times when he 
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would take them out to eat at a fastfood restaurant, which the children enjoyed. R. also felt that had C. not 
been killed, she would have eventually withdrawn her VAWC complaint because she still loved him.   
  
According to R., she is not interested in filing a case aganst the police officers who killed C. because it will 
no longer bring him back to life anyway. She was more worried about meeting her household’s needs, 

especially now that she is the only one with an income.  
  
A similar narrative was the case of J. as told by her mother in the interview. J. was physically and 

psychologically battered her partner, F.so his death was a “total relief”. J.had been living with F. for 12 
years when he died. They had two children, 12 and 4years old.   
  
F. was a habal-habal driver who was often gone for most part of the day. He was always accusing J. of 
having an affair because she is fair and good-looking. Once, after an episode of physical abuse, J. had 

filed a criminal complaint against him, but she later dropped it for the sake of their children.   
  
The death of F. was in a way justice for her daughter but all is not well after. The death deeply affected 

her granddaughter, not only because she was close to her father, but especially because she had 
witnessed how her father was gunned down by two men.   

  

Economic concerns were also highlighted in the women’s narratives about the impact of 
EJK on them. As mentioned previously, most of the interviewees came from financially 
insecure households, and in many of them, the victim was the main income earner when he 
died. For almost all interviewees, this — the children’s welfare specifically – was their 
biggest burden after the EJK, yet it was also what prevented them from being immobilized 
by their grief.   
  

Kahit napakahirap po at napakasakit pinipilit kong magpakatatag para sa aming anak, sa mga 
oras at panahon na hinahanap sya ng anak namin parang dinudurog ang puso ko. Sa mga 
panahon na wala sya sobrang namimiss ko na sya. Kinakaya ko sa tulong at suporta ng pamilya 
ko at nya, napakasakit ng ginawa nila sa aking asawa. (Region IV)  

  
Iniisip ko na lang ang mga anak ko Ma’am, kung mawala ako at wala na si Papa nila, pano na 
sila. (Region XII)  
  
Iniisip ko na lang yung mga bata. Parang sila na lang yung lakas ko. Sila ang pinaghuhugutan 
ko. (Region II)  

  

Other sources of women’s strength and resilience after the violent death of the victim 
include their support network of family, relatives and neighbors both in terms of material 
and non-material means; and their spiritual faith. Acceptance of what happened and belief 
in retribution (by god or karma) was also mentioned.  
  

Pinilit kong maging matatag sa nangyari dahil sa sarili ko hindi ito kakayanin ngunit hindi na 
nawala ang tiwala ko sa diyos na hindi niya ako pababayaan maaaring ang nangyaring ito ay 
may dahilan kahit mahirap at napakasakit ang nangyari. Andyan ang iba kong pamilya, 
kaibigan at kakilala na nagbibigay ng lakas ng loob para harapin ang napakalaking dagok sa 
buhay ko (Region IV)  
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Itinataas ko na lang sa Panginoon. Alam ng Diyos ang nangyari sa kapatid ko. Si Lord na ang 
bahala sa kanila pero sana mahinto na ang mga patayang ito. (Region I)  
  
Siyempre, galit po ako sa pumatay. Galit na galit ako kung bakit ganoon, papatay ng walang 
kalaban laban… di po ako makakain, makatulog.Ipinapasa-Diyos nalang namin na matahimik 
na siya. May ano din siya, balang araw, yung pumatay, may karma din siya. (Region II)  

  

There was no mention of having accessed professional help to address the psychological 
impact of the EJK event among the interviewees.10  
  

At the Household Level  
  

Given the financial situation of the households, as indicated in their household incomes 
visà-vis number of household members or dependents, the income of the victms is an 
important contrbution to the budget. Almost half of the women (47.8%) said their financial 
situation was very difficult;for some,it was even desperate (See Box 2).   
  
Box 3.3: Financial Impact of EJK   
  
In one case (Region I), the children, aged 5 and 7, had to live with their paternal relatives in Manila 

because the interviewee cannot adequately provide for their needs. Shehas been sick with tuberculosis 

and had difficulty finding employment since then. It is the opposite case with one interviewee (Region IV) 

who said that she was the one who had to be away from her child so she can earn a living – and even 

then, she borrows money and relies on the help of her in-laws to make ends meet. One woman left her 

child with her parents to be a domestic worker abroad so she can pay her husband’sPhP 75,000 debt for 

a motorcycle, in addition to her family’s daily living expenses. Her husband was a habal-habal driver and 

his motorcycle could not be found after his death. The loan shark would not stop harrassing the woman 

until she paid off her husband’s debt (Region XI).  
  
In another case (Region IX), the interviewee said that after the death of her husband, she had incurred a 

huge debt from various people that stores would no longer extend her credit. She often had to cry and 

plead with store owners so she could get food on credit. Her family could barely eat proper meals and on 

time since her husband was killed.   
  
Similarly, one woman (CAR) said that the death of her former partner affected her household’s budget, 

even though they were no longer together when he was still alive. Although she considered herself as the 

main breadwinner, the victim’s financial support for their children when he was alive, however small and 

irregular, had been important to make ends meet.   
  
Another interviewee (Region VI) shared that although their finances are stable at the moment, she was 

not so sure about the future. The victim was her brother who has two children now living with them.  She 

was worried that her husband’s wages as a contractual employee in a local establishment will not be 

enough for the children’s education when they are old enough to go to school. Her husband is the only 

person in their household who had an income.   

  

                                                           
10 In one interview, the woman expressed interest in exploring this for her grandchild but the financial costs discouraged 

them (Region XI).  
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Eight interviewees categorically stated that the victim was the main breadwinner of their 
family, thus, their deaths seriously affected their access to basic needs such as food and 
children’s education.  In two cases, women mentioned expensive funeral and burial service 
fees asreasons why they had to borrow a large amount of moneyor sell some property.  

  
I was financially worried because I was about to give birth to our youngest child. I had no 
money. His sister insisted to have the wake in her house but they also have no money. I had to 
sell the three pigs whichI was supposed to sell when I am about to give birth. I was the one 
who spent for his funeral. A month after, I gave birth with no money. I am left to raise four 
children on my own.  (Region X)  

  
The first concern of the mother after hearing news of the child's death was financial. Where they 
would get the money to cover the cost since even their daily expenditure is already hard enough. 
It was suggested that they visit the mayor. The mayor promised to take care of the expenses but 
the assistance never came (Region VIII).  

  

The securing the children’s welfare is the priority for all interviewees: 11 interviewees 
were worried because their children weregoing to school hungry, and there was not always 
food in the house. In Region XII, the interviewee admitted that her children are dropped out 
of school because of finacial difficulties; there are four school-aged children in the 
household. One child of an EJK victim in Region VI and two in Region XIII also stopped 
schooling because of lack of money, based on the interviews.  
  

Lack of resources was not the only factor affecting the children’s welfare: there was also the 
psychological impact, which in turn is manifested the children’s behavior:  
  

Matapos ang pagkamatay niya, mababa ang mga grado nila [mga anak]. Tinamad sila, 
pumapasok sila pero hindi ko nakikita ang pagpupursige nila…. Yung mga anak ko, nung last 
day nila [sa eskuwelahan], ‘yung isang anak ko, namimiss pala niya ang papa nila pero hindi 
siya nagsasalita sa bahay. Ayaw niyang sumama nalang ang loob ko. Pero unti-unti ko naman 
siyang kinausap…Yung maliliit na bagay tulad ng paggawa nila ng bahag, hindi ko naman 
maturo sakanila. May kulang na. (CAR)  
  
Yung panganay, takot na umuwi sa bahay. (Region I)  
  
My son used to be talkative and now he is quiet. (Region X)  
  
Mrs. F further said that their granddaughter, JL, who is very much attached to her father, 
suffered profound stress caused by the incident. They always see her crying, [she cries] 
everytime she remembers her father. They wanted her to undergo psychological evaluation or 
debriefing but they are financially constrained. (Region XI)  

  

There were 12 interviewees who said their children were affected by their father’s death. 
Apart from crying whenever they remember or were reminded of their fathers, fear or hate 
of police officers is also an effect:  
  

Yung mga bata, nagkaroon sila ng ano, lalo na ‘yung pinapanuod nila ngayon, mga barilbaril 
sa Probinsyano [a popular television series]…. Mayroon nang epekto sa pag-iisip nila, 
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parang itong panganay ko, kapag nakakakita siya ng naka-uniporme, [sinasabi] “walang 
silbi ‘yang mga ‘yan, sila rin pumapatay. Na-iba na ang emosyonal na tingin nila sa mga 
naka-uniporme. (Region I)  

  

One interviewee said that her teenage granddaughter was affected when rumor went 
around her school that her mother (EJK victim) was sexually assaulted before killed 
(Region I).  
  

[Y] ung apo ko na anak niya, si JC, nung nag-aaral pa siya dito. Noong namatay ang Nanay niya, 
inaano ng mga kaklase niya.Iyak ng iyak yan pag umuuwi dito….Kasi sinasabi daw ng mga 
kaklase nila na nung namatay daw ang Mama niya, yung ari daw ng Mama niya eh pinasukan 
daw ng bote. Tinanong ko naman sa mga pulis, “Nung namatay ba yung anak ko, nakita nyo ba 
na pinasukan ng bote sa ari niya?”“Hindi naman po. Wala naman po.“ Wala ang sagot nila sa 
akin.  

  

In her concern for her granddaughter, theinterviewee took effort to trace the source of the 
rumor but was unsuccessful. At the time of the interview, the child was already studying in 
another province.   
  

Concern over the psychological impact on children was also mentioned as reason one 
woman did not want to tell her younger children yet about what happened to their father.   
  

Children asdirect witnessesto the killing were also reported:  
  
Nawitness ko mismo. Pero mas nakita ni B. Nag-aalis kasi ako ng agiw. Si B nakita ko parang 
gusting sugurin yung bumaril sa Papa niya kaya tinutukan din siya. Takot na takot ako. Akala 
ko noon Mamamatay na din kami. Si B, yung anak niya, ang pinakanahirapan. Nawitness niya 
na namatay ang nanay niya sa ospital sa Baguio. Siya ang kasama noon… ‘tas nakita pa niyang 
pinatay ang tatay niya. (Region I)  
  
H.was the one who was with C. when she shot. [H]e was playing near his mother while she was 
pedicuring when he suddenly heard a burst, then when he looked at his mother, his face was 
covered with her hair and slumped on the floor but he didn’t see blood. That was the last time 
he saw his mother…. He then ran out of the scene and ran to his [adult half-sister’s] place.  [His 
half-sister’s] place was quite far from the scene but he was able to reach her place running.  
(CAR)  
  
F.was gunned down inside his house about 6:00 in the evening. He was then having dinner 
with his children when two unidentified assailants barged in and shot him. (Region XI)  

  

Other family members were similarly affected.   
  

Kami lahat apektado. Di naming mawari bakit nangyari ito sa kapatid ko. Sina Papa at Mama 
hanggang ngayun pag napapag-usapan ang kapatid ko palagi parin kami naiiyak kahit mahigit 
isang taong na siyang napatay. Masama pa rin loob naming sa nangyari para ngang masiraan 
na kami ng ulo, ganun po. (Region II)  
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Masakit ang mawalan ng anak. Nararamdaman ko pa rin ito hanggang ngayon ang labis na 
pagdadalamhati sa pagkakapatay ng aking anak. Malapit na mag-saing taon ang araw ng 
kamatayan ni Rhyan. Dama pa rin ng buong pamilya namin ang pagkawala niya. (Region III)  

  

In Region VI, a father became depressed after his son was killed:  
  

After the death of the victim, his father did not return to his house.  He opted stay in the city 
and lived in GP’s[the victim] house.  He was kind of depressed… he kept on saying again and 
again that he cannot believe what happened to his son.  For him, GP is a nice, kind and good 
person.  He was drunk everyday from morning till night. A month after his son died, the 
neighbors found him floating in the river, already dead.  

  

The experience of grief and grieving varied from one household member to another, from 
one family to another. On the extreme, there are cases of depression and suicide, as 
described above. On the other end, some women stated that their family have already 
stabilized from the violent event:  
  

Nothing changed with how we are. Like his wife, she still goes home to their house. It is like 
before, it is still the same. Nothing much changed. Of course, at first we were scared because he 
died and we were always thinking about it. Everyone was at home by 7:00 PM because we 
were afraid that someone might come after us on the street beyond that. But after three 
months, the situation went back to normal. (Region VIII)  

  

One woman also shared that although her family were financially burdened by the death of 
her brother, they were also now more at peace because the constant worry and fear that he 
might get into trouble was gone.  
  

It became difficult for them in terms of their economic situation because the children [of the 
victim who are now living with them] are growing up, and their expenses are 
increasing….However, with the death of J., their worries were also gone. They did not have to 
deal with the rumors  and stories about him anymore. She said that they are now living 
peacefully and quietly.  No more bad news about him, and no more fear of receiving 
unexpected news concerning him. (Region VI)  

  

The parents of a battered partner of an EJK victim also felt relieved when the victim died, 
knowing that their daughter is safer now (Region XI). (See also Box 2)   
  

Another basic need that was affected by the killing was housing or security of shelter. As 
reported in Region VI:   
  

They [the interviewee and her family] left their house for fear of being the next victim.  They 
tried to live with their relatives but move out after several days for fear of being followed, or 
be targeted as the next victim.  They do not stay permanently in one place.  As a result, the 
family were separated from each other and live in constant fear and anxiety.  

  

The family was twice victimized by EJK: the son and father were killed only one month 
apart. The interviewee did not know of her son or husband’s involvement in drugs, 
although she has heard that her son was a police asset.   
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The fear of being targeted for further violence, which caused them to change residence,was 
also reported in Region IX. In a case in Region X, the interviewee’s son had to move to 
Manila for fear that he might be the next target, and also on the advice of the barangay 
captain. It was only by luck that he was not in the house when unidentified gunmen killed 
his two brothers. He and his siblings were known to be active in church and the manner of 
their death was a shock to the famliy and community. Since the interviewee herself cannot 
transfer to another residence, she takes extra care whenever she is in the house where her 
sons were killed. Even her neighbors are concerned for her safety.  
  

One interviewee (CAR) said that she has difficulties paying the house rent after her partner 
was killed. She was unemployed when herpartner was still alive. The owners were 
understanding of her situation, and were not strict with the date of payment as long as the 
rent is paid within the month.  
  

Also in CAR, the children of the EJK victim (aged 25 to 6) had to move away from their 
neighborhood because they no longer felt safe. They had witnessed the mother’s drug 
dealing, and there had been instances when theystopped by someone who said, “Di ba ikaw 
yung anak ni C.?”or “Ikaw yung anak ni C., ikaw ata nagturo sa akin.”   
  

On Women’s Feelings Toward their Community   
  

There were 19interviewees(41.3%)who said that she and her family no longer felt safe in 
their community after the EJK, even after a year since their family member was killed. The 
unplanned change of residence is one indication of this. But generally, women stayed in 
their community despite the fear that the killers might come after them next.   
  

Mas maingat, hindi nakikipag-usap kung kani-kanino na hindi kilala. Hindi nalang ako 
masyadong umiimik kasi baka kami ang isunod nila. (CAR)  
  
Di na mapalagay o di na mapanatag ang loob ng aming mag-anak sa kadahilanag kami ay 
nakakaramdam na maaring ito ay maulit pa. (Region III)  
  
She said they feared for their own lives and claimed that the police mistakenly identified her 
son as a drug user. (Region VII)  
  
The atmosphere became somber, no one would go outside in the evening. The atmosphere 
became very quiet. We were also scared that the culprits will harm us again so we close the 
house early. (Region IX)  

  

The atmosphere in the community also changed from that of a familiar, thus safe, place, to 
one where violent killings by police or unknown gunmen can happen.   
  

Laging may kaba, takot. Di sila tumitigil sa pagpatay. Baka may pulis (tanim ebidensiya) 
ganyan. Dahil sa napapanood ko, natatakot ako para sa anak ko baka pumasok na lang ng 
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bahay na walang warrant of arrest. Pag lumalabas ang anak ko, di kampante ang loob ko. 
Tingnan mo yung Kian case.11 (Region I)  
  
Ngayon mahirap maging panatag dahil sa mga nangyayari sa ngayon tulad na lang ng nangyari 
sa aking kapatid na pinatay ng walang kalaban-laban (Region IV)  
  
[The interviewees] no longer feel safe in their community. They said that human life is too 
cheap for some people nowadays (Region V)  

  

This fear also extended to their neighbors and relatives in that even open expression of 
sympathy to families victimized by EJK was thought to be dangerous:   
  

Most women interviewees said that in this present times [September 2018] even sympathy 
from friends and relatives are not openly shown for fear that those friends and relatives might 
be seen or identified also in engaging in illegal drugs. (Region XIII)  

  

Increased fear that they or their loved ones will be victimized by violence outside their 
homes is also another effect of the EJK, and indicative of the uneasiness of women in their 
community.   
  

Okay ang pakiramdam dito sa barangay namin. Pero doon sa amin [their neighborhood], hindi 
na ligtas, hindi kami malapit sa mga kapit-bahay kaya ang nasa isip ay “Kanino ka 
magpapatulong?” (CAR)  
  
Ngayon, takot na takot. Pag gabi na, sinasabihan ko yung anak ko na makitulog na sa kaibigan 
niya at huwag ng umuwi. Tingnan mo kako yung nangyari sa bata sa Nueva Ecija.12 Takot na 
akong lumabas. Dahil sa takot lumabas, di na ako nakakamalengke pag madaling-araw kaya 
konti na lang nabibili ko. Kaya, wala na din masyadong bumibili sa tinda ko. (Region I)  
  
I feel safer when my family is nearby.I worry about my family’s safety. We avoid being out at 
night.We don’t stay out late. We sleep earlier than usual. Nobody lives at [the house where the 
killing took place] now. (Region X)  
  
I'm always scared just knowing that there are policemen near me and my children. I am scared 
[the police] will return to [kill us]. It was horrible.(Region XII)  

  

The women were also asked about their experences of being discriminated in the 
community, if any. There were 10 interviewees (21.7%) who said they experienced such.  

                                                           
11 Kian delos Santos was a 17-year old boy killed in the Drug War in August 2017. The police claimed that he was killed 

in a police shootout, however a CCTV captured delos Santos being dragged by two police officers to a dark alley where 
he was later found dead. The body was also found to have sachets of illegal drugs, and a gun. The case of delos Santos 
triggered a public outcry against the War on Drugs. On 29 November 2018, three police officers were sentenced to 
reclusion perpetua for the murder of delos Santos, but not for planting evidence and drugs. (Gavilan, J., 2018. Available 
in https://www.rappler.com/newsbreak/iq/217663-timeline-justice-trial-kian-delos-santos)  
12 This is a reference to the case of Reynaldo de Guzman, 14 years old, who is believed to be a victim of EJK. His body 

was found floating in a creek in Nueva Ecija, and wrapped in cloth and packaging tape; it has least 30 stab wounds He 
was last seen with Carl Angelo Arnaiz who was killed in a police shootout in Caloocan City. Arnaiz allegedly held up a 
taxi. The police also claimed he had marijuana sachets when they recovered his body. (Philippine Star, 2017. Available in 

https://www.philstar.com/headlines/2017/09/07/1736398/what-we-know-so-far-killing-reynaldo-de-guzman-14)  
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Table 3.11: Women’s Experience of Discrimination in the Community  
Did you experience any form of discrimination 
in the community after the EJK?  Total  
yes  10  

no  19  

no answer  17  

Total  46  

  

For those who said they have experienced such, this related mostly to being gossiped about, 
and feelings of being isolated or ignored.   
  

Hindi naman po nawawala kasi laging may nasasabi ang ibang tao kahit hindi nila alam ang 
tunay na pagkatao [of the victim and his family]. Ang lagi ko na lang sinasabi sa sarili ko 
anuman ang sabihin ng ibang tao tungkol sa asawa ko, wala akong pakialam dahil hindi nila 
alam kung ano at sino ba talaga at lalong hindi naman namin natatapakan ang ibang 
tao.(Region IV)  
  
Those who are judgemental they think because it is true that my husband was with the 
suspect.  [Just because] he was in the same motor vehicle, he is guilty. (Region VIII)  
  
Hindi na panatag ang loob sa tahanan at sa komunidad. Maraming naririnig na masasakit na 
salita mula sa komunidad patungkol sa asawa at pamilya. Iniisip ng mga tao na lahat ay galing 
sa droga…. Sinasabi ng mga tao na nakaipon kami dahil sa drugs na lingid sa kanilang 
kaalaman na lahat ng iyon ay utang ko at tulong ng aking mga kapatid (CAR)  

  

Two women in Region IX also experienced being associated with drugs because a family 
member was killed:  
  

The husband of our barangay captain came during the wake of my husband accused us of 
indeed selling drugs, the brothers of my husband were even called to the barangay hall for 
investigation   
  
I heard people talking about him, that he was using drugs. My friends somewhat ignore me  
after what happened. They seemed to associate me with the alleged wrongdoings of my son.   
  

For those who did not experience any form of discrimination, they credited this to their 
good relations with their neighbors from way back. Some also said it was also because their 
neighbors were sympathetic and felt sorry for them (“naaawa”), or they believed that the 
victim was a good person and could not have been involved in illegal drugs. If people did 
not immediately come to help, two women attributed this to fear, not discrimination.   
  

None. The only effect was that the neighbors were afraid to go to the wake at night (vigil) 
because they were afraid the perpetrator might return. (Region X)  
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Dating trato pa din naman ng mga kapitbahay sa amin. Pero yun lang, yung mga customer dati 
sa kainan namin, di na pumupunta, takot din siguro. (Region I)  

  

There were also six women (1.3%) who said that the community was the same even after 
the EJK.   
  

One interviewee said that while she still feels safe in their community, she is not 
comfortable with the idea that even innocent persons can be killed (“susceptible to abuse”) 
(Region V). One woman also feels safer because “the peace situation improved due to the 
proclamation of Martial Law” (Region IX).   
  

For one mother, she and her family have nothing to fear because they are not involved in 
illegal drugs:  
  

Sa akin Ma’am, ta wala naman kaming gawain, na tulad ng inano nila kay [the EJK victim] na 
droga, hindi kami natatakot ng anak ko, ako, mga Uncle ko, asawa ko, hindi kami natatakot, 
dahil hindi namin nahawakan yang ganyan na trabaho [drug dealing] at hindi namin nakita 
kung ano yang klase, hindi kami natatakot. Sabi naman nila sa akin, baka lang pati kayo 
manmanan, kasi ganito. Eh, okay lang sabi ko, manmanan kami sa gusto nila, pero, bago naman 
nilang gagawin yung kagaya ng ginawa nila sa anak ko, sabi ko, makonsensiya sila dahil may 
anak din sila, may kapatid din sila. Huwag naman nilang gawin na parang ibon kami o parang 
isang hayop kami dahil hindi sila ang nagbigay ng buhay namin, hindi sila ang nagpalaki sa 
amin. Pare-parehas lang tayong hniram ang buhay. Walang dapat kukuha ng buhay na binigay 
ng Panginoon sa atin sabi ko, yun ang isasagot ko sa kanila Ma’am kasi yung ang talagang alam 
ko. Lagi kong napapanaginipan yung bata na yan. (Region II)  

  
  

5. Access to Government Support   

  

More than half of the women interviewed (60.9%) did not mention accessing or being 
offered government support for various needs that might have arisen due to the death of 
their family member in the War on Drugs. This is prior to or apart from the CHR 
intervention or legal assistance to their case.   
  

Table 3.12: Access to Government Support   

Region  Access to Government Support?  
no  yes  no mention  

Total  

CAR    3  3  

I   5  1  6  

II    5  5  

III  1  1  2  4  

IV  1   3  4  

IX    3  3  

V   1  1  2  

VI   3  1  4  
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VII    3  3  

VIII  1   2  3  

X   3    3  

XI    3  3  

XII  1   1  3  

Total  4  14  28  46  

          

  

Of those who sought help(18 women), 77.8 percent said they received assistance in the 
form of financial aid or material support, especially during the wake (e.g. food, tents and 
chairs). The rest (22.2%) said they asked for assistance from the local government but 
were not entertained; in one case, the family went to the barangay but they were refused 
help when it was learned that the victimwas killed in a police drug raid:   
  

Noong nalaman namin na si R. ay patay na, ako at ang aking asawa ay lumapit sa barangay para 
humingi ng tulong. Hindi kami nakakuha ng tulong mula sa aming Punung Barangay laluna 
nang malamang namatay si R. sa kamay ng City Police ng San Fernando, Pampanga na buy bust 
operation na may kinalaman sa droga. (Region III)  

  
  
  

 6. Taking Legal  Action    

  

Almost 60 percent of the women interviewed (58.7%) said they are (or were) interested in 
filing a case in court over what happened to their loved one but only 13 percent did so. The 
reasons for not pushing through with filing the case included slow investigation of the 
police; lack of witnesses or suspects; fears over the safety of family; limited financial 
resources, and they had to prioritize the addressing practical needs of their household 
members, especially the children.  
  

Walang kaso. PNP at SOCO naga-ask sila ng autopsy sa akin pero di na ako pumayag. Aggasto 
ka pay laeng awan to met lang kadwak amakipaglaban. Para kang nakikipaglaban sa bula. Ag 
Atty ka pay, awan met witness. If meron man, takot. (Region II)   
  
Parang ‘yon lang naman, initial investigation lang tapos hanggang doon lang. Iyong resulta na 
nakuha ko noon sa SOCO, ganun din, “hanging”. Walang may gusto magsalita, sinasabi lang nila 
“Si ganito ganito lang” pero wala naman ‘yung tao na gusto kong makausap. Hindi ako 
kuntento. Walang maayos na imbestigasyon. Kasi kung titignan, bakit hinayaan na 
hinuhugasan na ‘yung van. May taong pinapunta para i-check, tapos nakita nila hinuhugasan 
naman na ‘yung sasakyan. (CAR)  
  
The family decided not to pursue the case for security reasons.  They did not even askthe police 
to investigate.  The interviewee said that if ever the CHR investigators will investigate the case, 
they will just cooperate but will not pursue the prosecution of the same for security reasons. 
(Region VI)  
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The police did not go to us. We are suspicious because why did the police arrive at the crime 
scene so fast? It seems like they were just near the place. Nobody investigated the case after 
the incident. I want to file a case but I don’t have the resources. Money is needed in filing a 
case. I want to file a case if the security of my family can be guaranteed. (Region X)  
  
We leave it to the police because we don’t have any money to pay a lawyer. Of course, I have to 
focus first on our family’s daily expenses…. I dont know because I don’t understand the 
process. The witness was afraid because his children are still young. He knows the police 
officer that did it.  (Region VIII)  

  
There is no update with the case. There was a cardboard sign left on the body of my son saying 
he was a drug addict. I do not think they will do a lot to investigate his death. He was already 
judged. (Region IX)  
  
Wala na po. Wala din pong mangyayari dahil wala po kaming pera at gobyerno ang kalaban 
namin. (Region XII)  

  

  
 7. Perceptions of EJK and the War on Drugs    

  

Distrust in the legal process, including the government in general, was also expressed by 
some women may also be a factor in their perception of legal justice. Some also see this 
distrust as a factor why witnesses were afraid to come forward.  For women who are 
familiar with “EJK” as part of the government’s War on Drugs, they strongly condemn the 
killing.   
  

They see EJK as somethng so evil that it has to be stopped immediately. They have lost faith in 
this government and even regret that they voted for the President. They believe that his policy 
is the cause why J. is dead. They above all do not trust the PNP anymore. They believe some are 
out there to kill and not to protect and serve. (Region V)  
  
Parang hindi na ako naniniwala dahil pakiramdam ko ay gustong-gusto lang nila, ni President 
Duterte, ang pumatay. Kawawa ang mga taong nai-involve dahil hindi natupad ang pangakong 
tutulungan at bibigyan ng kabuhayan. Hindi natatamo ang layunin nito…. (CAR)  
  
Yes, I really want to file a complaint but I don’t think there is hope because it feels as if 
someone is backing that person. Like our President, he will support the police.…It’s like the 
police no longer have a fault in the situation because he ordered them. There should be justice 
for innocent victims. (Region VIII)  

  
Nung may napanood ako sa telebisyon at sinabi ni Senador Trillanes na –“Sa ngayon ay 
inaayunan ang ginagawa ninyo ngunit hindi ninyo naisip na pagkatapos ng termino ng 
presidente ay pwede kayong makasuhan gaya ng mga nakaraang presidente tulad ni Estrada at 
Arroyo”, kaya naisip ko na [kapag] nawala na siya sa pwesto ay maaari ko nang i-file. Ngunit 
napagtanto ko na maaaring mabinbin ang trabaho at hindi matatapos. Nanaig din ang takot kaya 
winidraw ko nalang. (CAR)  

  

Some also pointed out that only the poor are targeted by the War on Drugs, while the “big 
fishes” get away.   
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Kinukulong naman lang. Pero yung mga malalaking ano diyan, hindi naman nila mapapatay di 
ba? Siyempre, yung mga simpleng ano lang, bakit nila pinatay? (Region II)  
  
There are those who kill and no one is going after them especially the “riding in tandem”. Why 
don’t they go after the mastermind and not the poor since those who die are mostly poor? 
(Region VIII)  
  
Of course, we want justice for the child. There were so many bullets put into his body, not just 
one. Even one could kill him, how much more is 19, what did they think, he was a rampaging 
tiger, that they shot him? He is only human, a thin boy. Those people with money, they are the 
ones [who are involved in illegal drugs], but they are being protected. They are protected 
because they have resources. (Region VIII)  
  
They just select their victims. That is my understanding. My son was so poor, they cannot 
extort from him. I heard they asked PhP 10,000 from my son. (Region IX)  

  

Both women who claimed their loved ones were not involved in drugs and women who 
admit that their family member was into drugs point to alternatives such as imprisonment 
or rehabilitation, rather than killing.   
  

I am not in favor of killing other persons. If they did wrong, they should be arrested and 
imprisoned and given a chance to change. (Region X)  
  
Hindi ako diyan Ma’am ta ano, kung talagang makatulong siya sa mga drug addict, yung pera na 
ipatong-patong na ibibigay niya sa mga pulis na pinaghahanap ang ano, eh di itayo na lang sana 
ng building ta ano pagtrabuhin niya yung mga addict na maliliit na nagbebenta ng worth PhP 
500,  PhP1,000.00, tapos hanapin yung talagang nagluluto diyan ta yan ang ikulong nya, hindi 
yung kamatayan niya ang anuhin nila. Tapos pumapatay, utos ng utos na pumapatay, hindi 
naman niya alam kung totoo o hindi. Himayin niya muna huwag yung ano…. (Region II) Hindi 
maganda na patayin ang taong sangkot sa droga. Ang pagpatay ay hindi solusyon sa mga taong 
gumagamit o nagbebenta ng droga.  Di lahat ng pinapatay ay may kasalanan. Ang solusyon dito 
ay ang mga magulang na tulungan ang kanilang anak na lulong sa droga. (Region  
III)  

  

There were also others who agreed with the War on Drugs, even how it is being 
implemented, as long as the process is fair, and the targeting is accurate.  
  

Sa EJK, dapat sana di naman agad patayin. Observe muna if totoo or hindi. Tingnan mo nga 
yung ginawa ng Caloocan pulis [reference to Kian delos Santos case]. Kaya yan, sa EJK pulis ang 
pumapatay. More on negative ang epekto niya kasi maraming kabataan ang nadadamay. Sana 
usisaing mabuti, sana magkaroon ng imbestigasyon. (Region I)  
  
Maganda naman yun kasi mawawala na ang mga drugs. Matatakot na. Mawawala na yung 
paggamit ng drugs. Kasi ako, gusto kasi siyempre may mga anak din ako at saka mamaya malay 
mo maano pa nila, hindi mo rin masabi. (Region II)  
  
Isn't that Extrajudicial Killing? It’s like they kill individuals without fault, its just pointing 
someone out randomly…. Only those who are really guilty should only be those who are 
targeted. (Region VIII)  
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If that is what they are doing, I hope they don’t just kill people like that. We would be delighted 
if the addicts were eradicated…. Many innocent people  were included. Those people whom he 
[President Duterte] ordered to implement abused their power. (Region IX)  
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Part IV: Focus Group Discussions  

  
  

Two focus group discussions were conducted and documented in relation to the report: 
from a municipality in Luzon in September 2017, and from NCR in November 2018. The 
two FGDs are presented separately.  
  
  

1. FGD with community members (Luzon)  

  

The FGD in a municipality in Luzon explored the effects of the EJK on the community: at the 
individual level through the perceptions and experiences of the participants, and at the 
barangay level, specifically how it had affected the “peace and order” situation in the 
barangay and identifying possible changes in the interpersonal relationships of residents.   
  

The killing of A. four months prior the FGD was the takeoff point for the discussion.  
Although there had been drug-related killings in the province, A.’s was the first that 
happened in their barangay. There were 11 participants to the FGD which included 
barangay officials (barangay captain, kagawad), barangay volunteers (tanod, BHW) and 
relatives and friends of the EJK victim. 13  
  

Impact of the Killing  
  

A. had surrendered to the barangay captain as a drug user. As far as the participants were 
concerned, A. was already “reformed” from his drug habit and violent ways when he was 
killed. Once he had kicked off the drug habit, people noticed that there were no longer 
episodes of domestic violence in his household, and he even helped in housework. He was 
also said to be loved by the children in their neighborhood because they knew they could 
hang out in his house which was fondly called, “bahay ni kuya”. It was then a shock to 
everyone that he was killed by unknown assailants in May 2017, in the middle of the 
afternoon.   
  

The incident fostered a general feeling of distrust against police officers among the 
participants, mainly because they suspect that the police was involved – whether directly 
(as the killers) or indirectly (giving orders). The barangay captain, in particular, felt 
personally responsible for the death.  The barangay captain had encouraged the surrender 
of A. and even accompanied him to the police station. The police came to the barangay 
several months after to take photos of the surrenderees and their houses, including A.’s.   
  

I really don’t know the real procedures Ma’am because I am cooperating with them. I just 
don’t know their real procedures Ma’am. I am cooperating with them…. Oo, sa mga pulis. 

                                                           
13 Although the data gathering protocol stated that participants should not be relatives of the victims, this cannot always 

be avoided in communities, particularly outside of Metro Manila. In this particular FGD, the participants, even the 
barangay captain himself, is related to the victim.   
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Ginagawa ko yung tungkulin ko being the Barangay Captain of that place. Sabi nila, Tokhang, 
lahat identified, o naidentify ko.  Kunin natin sila, kinuha ko silang lahat. Tapos may 
namamatay.  

  

The other identified surrenderees in the barangay went into hiding after A.’s death, fearing 
for their own lives. The barangay captain further challenged:   
  

Ma’am, this is one of the questions you should ask to the police. You better put this 
[down] and you remember this question. “Bakit pinipicturan ninyo yung mga na-tokhang 
ninyo and then a week after, namamatay sila?”  

  

The other participants also shared this suspicion about the police procedures in handling 
drug cases:  
  

Yes because the implementing agency, were the ones who are very involved in this. It is 
very clear. Nagbubulag-bulagan na kasi tayo dito Ma’am eh, lahat naman, alam naman 
natin na these are the practices, these are the modus operandi of the implementing 
office… (Participant 8)  

  
Palagay ko, utos sa taas yan. Hindi naman basta-bastang gawin ng isang tao yan kung walang 
nag-utos. Ke mapa-pulis ke civilian ang pumatay, may utos. (Participant 10)  

  

One participant stated that the drug-related killings also struck fear among barangay 
captains who now did not want to discuss the incidents of EJK:  
  

Hindi namin nadi-discuss yan kasi when it comes to reporting, alam ninyo ang mga 
barangay captain ay takot. They have to protect the image of the police. That is why…. 
Papano kung babalikan? Binalikan yung dalawang Barangay Captain, yung isa nakalusot, 
yung isa hindi. Gawin mo yun sa pulis [call them out], verbally, hindi mo magagawa, because 
the first move that they have to do is to protect themselves.  (Participant 9)  

  

They cited cases in other barangays of buy bust operations where the police had allegedly 
planted evdence, or masked killers being very bold in their actions: “Ganoon katapang ang 
mga assassins, para bang wala silang kinatatakutan.” (Participant 7).   
  

There were participants who shared that they developed a “phobia” of seeing strangers 
riding in motorcycles, or of walking alone on the street. They cautioned their children not 
to stay out late, or even linger on the roads where the killing took place. In this connection, 
they are thankful that there is an established curfew in their barangay, and barangay 
tanods go on street patrol at night. There is also a local ordinance that prohibits public 
alcohol drinking. On a more personal level, a few partcipants said that they experienced 
psychosomatic reactions to phones ringing in the middle of the night.  
  

As if we are living in fear, wala na tayong katahimikan sa gabi, hindi ka na makatulog ng 
mahimbing. Don’t you know na kapag nag-ring ang cellphone ng dis-oras ng gabi, 
mapalpitate… para bang naghihintay ka na ng masamang balita, di ba? O kayo, kayo, base 
sa experience ninyo, di ba ganoon? (Participant 1)  
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Since the participants were personally related in some way or the other to A., they also 
shared that A.’s death has also brought out in them a sense of responsibility towards’s A.’s 
family. The A.’s wife in particular was deeply affected by her husband’s death. The children 
seemed to be more accepting of the event.  A.’s eldest child had dropped out of school when 
A. was still alive, but now had signified his intent to study again.   
  

The participant whose husband is now the father figure for A.’s children, said,  
  

Sinasabi ko sa kanila [A.’s wife and children], kung ano man ang mayroon tayo, pag-tiisan 
niyo para to survive. Kung ano ang ma-extend namin na tulong at ng mga pinsan namin… 
yung mag-asawa na yan, laging andiyan para tumulong sa kanila. Ito, kaibigan lang ni A., 
pero anytime na nagkaroon sila ng pera, tumutulong naman, they see to it na talagang 
tumutulong sila. I can feel naman yung environment namin together with the relatives 
are very much willing to help [A.’s wife] to cope up with the present situation now that A.  
was not around. (Participant 2)  

  

There was no mention of the situation being an economic burden to the participant, 
although it can be surmised by the response that they can only provide material support to 
a certain extent, not being well-off themselves. However, damayan and community spirit is 
clear in their narrative.      
  

Financially, andiyan lahat ang mga pinsan na handang tumulong. As you can see, all of [A.’s] 
children are studying now, they are enrolled. Three colleges at saka isang senior highschool 
na ang nag-aaral. Hayaan mo na ang bunso na talagang nasa akin naman talaga yun. Yun 
lang talaga, hindi mo lang maalis sa amin, masakit para sa amin na nawala si A. ng ganon 
ganon na lang, although he has been undergoing the rehabilitation na, actually, 
nakarehabilitate na siya, sa assessment namin ah, wala na talaga. Matino na nga siya. Wala 
na, hindi na siya lumalabas, hindi na nagpupunta ng sabong, hindi na pumupunta ng Bingo, 
doon nga lang siya, paikot ikot lang doon. Ganoon pa ang ginawa sa kanya. Had it been na 
may nauna lang sana, within the vicinity in our community, kung mayroon nauna sana kay 
A.… hindi mangyayari kay A. yun. (Participant 1)  

  

Perception on the War on Drugs  
  

The participants believe that the War on Drugs per se is warranted by the rise in 
criminality, including rape, which disproportionately affects women and girl children. The 
problem lies in the Drug War’s design, which included killing of alleged drug personalities 
without due process.   
  

As a Barangay [official], I have to focus because that is what the Program of the 
government, the Anti-Drug Campaign. Kino-comply ko naman lahat yun eh. It so 
happened that, talagang talamak na. Not for anything else, I also like the program of the 
President in the Anti-drug Campaign, but the way they implement this, I just do not like 
the way how they implement it, and the latest incident from [municipality], they gun 
down the victim. (Participant 9)  
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Yan po ang pinaka-hate ko Ma’am, yung mga illegal drugs at saka yung mga heinous 
crimes. Actually, noong nalaman ko yang Tokhang na yan, sorry to say, I am not a police, 
sinasabi ko lang yung about kay A., yung mga tungkol sa kanyang pagkatao, yung 
pagbabago niya… Pero noong nalaman kong may pinapatay, hindi ko alam kung masaya 
ako eh. Siyempre, nasa isip ko kasi, mababawasan ang mga masasamang tao, pero, 
definitely, hindi dapat naman sa ganyang proseso. Maraming mga rapists, hindi lang 
naman yang drugs dapat ang... Yun nangyari sa [barangay], yung 14 years old na pinatay 
na binasag yung ulo niya, yun, salvage na naman yun. Pero sa pananaw ko, hindi pulis ang 
may kagagawan.  (Participant 11)  

  

The case of A. also highlighted for them a flaw in the police protocol with regard to its 
treatment of reformed surrenderees, which did not differentiate them from hardened drug 
addicts.   

  
Palalayasin na sana namin [si A.]. Pinaalis na namin siya. But, hindi namin siya pinaalis 
kasi nakita naman namin na…. All we are hoping in the Drug Campain ng government we 
are hoping for a innovation sana. Magandang proyekto sana ang inaasahan namin diyan 
na they are aiming for the pagbabago sana ng mga Tokhang victims na sinurrender namin 
willingly to them together with my husband, na kami pa ang nagencourage sa kanila para 
magbago, eh hindi naman pala pagbabago ang ano nila. Ang objective nila, para lipunin 
pala silang lahat, patayin silang lahat. Yung lang discouragement and disappointment 
namin na nangyari,wala lang room for improvement sana kasi napa-drastic na yung move 
ng government na ganyan. (Participant 1)  

  
As I have stated a while ago, I agree to what the government has been doing sa Anti-drug 
Campaign na na yan. Maganda nga noong una, yung sinabi din ni Kagawad, maganda nga 
noong una, kasi ang alam namin, ang akala namin, they are after the recovery of the 
drugdependent and then the drug pusher. Pero nitong huli na nga, nangyari na yan, eh 
hindi naman pala yun ang naging objective na nila, naging very harsh ang implementation 
naman ng mga recovery program ng gobyerno with the use of the police force…. 
(Participant 8)  

  

One participant even stated that the killings are not just part of the design but also a 
measure of accomplishment for the police.   

  
Talagang inamin sa amin na one of the branches of the police dito na they are doing it for 
accomplishment…. Inamin nila talaga they are doing it. Because we are asking, there was 
a time na may anonymous text sa amin, yung tungkol sa anak ko, na may threat, nataranta 
kaming mag-asawa. Bakit mayroong threat ang anak ko eh wala naman sa Tokhang ang 
pangalan niya? So, ang ginawa ng husband ko, pumunta siya sa…nilapitan niya lahat, 
PDEA, CIDG, [LGU] Police, nilapitan niya lahat, tinatanong niya kung may pangalan ang 
anak ko. Pare-parehas ang sagot nila, wala siyang pangalan dito pero tignan mo sa iba at 
baka mayroon silang pangalan, kasi marami kaming grupo…. (Participant 2)  

  

Still, some also believe that it is not only the police who are involved in the killings. Rather, 
“Tokhang” and “EJK” has become a catch-all term for various cases of killings, even when it 
has not yet been established that it is drug-related or not.  Moreover, for one participant, 
when a case is deemed to be of “Tokhang” or “EJK”, it is no longer investigated.   
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Actually, ang pagkakaintindi ko kasi, noong una, maganda, kasi yung about sa tokhang, pero 
sa ngayon, sa huli na, hindi na lang Tokhang ang nangyayari. Mayroon na rin yang EJK na 
yan na gumagawa sila, na kahit hindi na sa gobyerno, yung mga away-away na…. Tapos 
pinapatay na din yung kalaban nila ganoon, and then ang nangyayari na ngayon is, 
bumabato na doon sa Tokhang na, ganun, siguro tokhang na yan, ganyan. Nawawala na 
yung kaso, kasi nakikita ko na Tokhang ganoon, yung EJK na yan, parang wala ng kaso, 
barado na agad, parang hindi mo na pwedeng kalkalin o anuman, Tokhang yan, addict o 
pusher yan…. (Participant 2)  

  

Ideas on Justice and Human Rights  
  

Except in the statements below, the participants did not mention the words “justice” and 
“human rights” in their responses, perhaps because the discussion revolved around their 
recall of A.’s killing and its impact, as well as their interpretations of related events, such as 
the War on Drugs, police operations and other drug-related killings in their province.  In 
both statements, the speakers referred to the right to life i.e., regardless of the (perceived) 
crime committed by the person, no one has the right to kill him or her. Underlying the 
statements was also the belief that people can change for the better.   

  
Sa akin naman, wala talagang karapatang ang kahit sino ang pumatay. Kasi kung talagang 
may kasalanan ka, pagbayaran mo na lang. Bakit sino ka para patayin mo ang isang tao? 
Hindi naman ikaw ang nagbigay ng buhay ng isang tao. Wala kang karapatang pumatay. 
Para sa akin, ganoon ang opinion ko, kahit na sino, kahit na gaano kasama ang isang tao, 
walang karapatan kahit sino. (Participant 5)  
  
Ang pananaw ko diyan, where is justice? Tama yung sinabi mo (A)te, kahit na 
magnanakaw ka, kahit na pusher ka, you have the right to live, mayroon ka pa ring 
karapatan na mabuhay. May karapatan ka pa rin para magbago. Bakit naman kailangang 
papatayin ka? Hindi mo na kayang ipagtanggol ang sarili mo. May pamilya ka rin na 
nangangailangan sa iyo at pagkalinga mo. Maling-mali. (Participant 1)  

  
  

2. FGD with mothers and spouses of EJK victims (NCR)  

  

The FGD was conducted in November 2018. It was participated by seven (7) women who 
had been directly affected by the EJK, specifically spouses (4) and mothers (3) of EJK 
victms. The women’s profiles reflect the general profile of the interviewed women across 
the country. Their ages ranged from mid-30s to late 60s. They are urban poor women with 
irregular household incomes. Four women consider themselves the main breadwinner of 
their households since the killing of their loved one. Their sources of income include paid 
domestic work (e.g. taking in laundry) and a livelihood project initiated by their parish 
church for EJK families.   
  

The FGD was designed as a kamustahan activity. It has two main questions: “Nasaan na 
kayo ngayon?” (What is your situation now?), and “Saan ninyo gusto naroon makalipas ng 
limang taon?” (How do you imagine yourselves five years from now?) For the first question, 
the women were asked to draw a symbol of themselves in their present situation on a 
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single sheet of manila paper. The discussion on the symbols was the takeoff point to 
exploring the struggles of women after the EJK event, and strengths and resilience in the 
situation. The responses to the second question were in the form of a “wish letter”.    
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Women in their Present Situation  
  

  
Photo1: Mural of women’s symbols of their present situation. Identifying information 
written by women on their drawings have been edited out.  

  

The women’s symbols of themselves revolved around the themes of recovery, the struggle 
to remain strong despite the hardships, and resilience:   
  

• Recovery   
  
Noong namatay ang anak ko, napakadilim ng paligid ko pero nung [tinulungan ng 
simbahan] bigla po ang paligid na madilim biglang nagliwanag…. Araw na sumisikat sa akin 
at sa mahal sa buhay. (Participant 2)  
  
Ibon ang simbolo ko sa sarili ko dyan. Akala ko hindi na ko na makakayanan ng nawala ang 
anak ko, wala na akong pakpak kasi bukod sa nawalan ako, binabatikos pa rin ako ng mga 
tao, ng kapitbahay namin. Sa ngayon nakakalipad na ako. (Participant 3)  
  
Puno… masakit po kasi ang naghahanap ang mga anak eh. Masakit yun pag hinanap eh. 
Binaril ang papa ko. (Participant 7)  
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• Struggle to remain strong   
  
Ang una po sa akin itong ulap na may ibon. Kasi gusto ko yung sana maging mapayapa 
[peaceful] na ang buhay, hindi mamayapa [death] na. Tapos bato kasi minsan kailangan 
maging matigas kasi para sa laban namin ng anak namin. Yung isa namatay [EJK], yung isa 
naman nasa kulungan. (Participant 5)  
  
Plato po yan, tapos ito po kanin. Hinahalintulad ko sarili ko sa kanin… di ba ang kanin minsan 
malambot, may ginhawa po dito. Minsan po ganon ang sistema ng buhay namin. Minsan 
malungkot ka, minsan din ganon, tama ang timpla. Pag nagipit… kikilos kami, gagawa at 
gawa pa rin para makapag-aral [ang mga anak].  Minsan po nanlalambot ako sa buhay. Dito 
po sila umaasa… kailangan ko pong i-provide… di ko po kaya pero pinipilit ko po pong may 
pagkain, lugaw. Kailangan ko pong maging matigas. Tulad sa kanin, kailangan mong maging 
tama para din sa mga bata. (Participant 6)   

  

• Resilience   
  
Bolang nag-uumpog-umpog…. Nasa taas ang talbog ng bola pag nakatapos na ang mga apo 
ko. (Participant 1)  
  
Anumang alon… na yun nga, pinapangako ko sa kanya na patuloy akong lalaban sa buhay 
kahit wala na siya. (Participant 3)  

  
Ngayon ang simbolo ng batong ito – isang bato lang yan – ang ibig sabihin para sa akin na 
kahit anong problema, lahat ng magagandang biyaya, masamang mangyayari, talagang 
kasama yun [sa buhay]. Tapos ito namang sapa ay tubig na umaagos, patuloy pa rin na 
kung ano man… kumbaga susunod lang ako sa agos kung saan ay para sa aming mag-lola 
kasi kailangan kong gawin yun dahil kailangan kong mabuhay para sa mga apo ko.  
(Participant 4)  

  

Women stated they are still grieving 18 to 24 months after the killing. They could still recall 
how they informed about the killing, their first sight of their loved one’s lifeless body, and 
their immediate reactions. One woman still felt guilty because she was not able to come 
near her husband when he was shot. She was only a few meters from the crime scene, but 
did not dare to go to him because she might be killed too. Although she knew that it was for 
their young children that she had to stay away, she still sometimes blames herself for being 
afraid.  Another woman’s still found it hard to fully accept her husband’s death in a police 
raid, especially because there were other men in the same raid who were captured alive.  
  

It was clear to all the women, however, that they had to pull themselves together for the 
sake of their families, for their young children and grandchildren most of all. The most 
tangible and immediate impact was on the household’s economic situation. Five out of the 
seven women said they carried the sole responsibilty of providing for their families after 
the death of the EJK victim. At 66 years old, one woman said that she was already too old 
for this task, but she had no choice because the spouse of the EJK victim left her with her 
grandchildren to live with another man.   
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Apart from income generation, the women’s care work was also multiplied as they also 
provided emotional support to grieving family members, at the same time struggling with 
their own psychosocial needs themselves. They compared their reactions to their menfolk:  
  

   Iba ang lalaki. Mag-iinom. (Participant 1)  
  

Sa akin po, ako po dapat maging malakas, matibay, kasi minsan ang asawa ko mahina.  
Mahina sya sa emosyon. Di nya agad matanggap. Ako yung naga-ano sa kanya, nagdadala. 
(Participant 5)  
  
Kaya nila, kaya nilang dalhin. Kasi sa mga lalaki matatag naman sila pero nauuna sa kanila 
ang paghihiganti. Kasi ganon po ang asawa ko, yung iniisip nya agad.  (Participant 3)  

  

One woman shared her experience with her husband who constantly thought of going after 
their son’s killers, and the stress she bears because of this.   
  

Pinagdadasal ko po lagi na sana matanggap… hindi naman sa maluwag [sa kalooban] agad 
pero matanggal sa sarili nya ang paghihiganti. Kasi may mga tao na nagtutulak na, Pare, si 
ano, parang yun ang suspect. Syempre ang lalaki gaganti. Yung asawa ko makikita mo sya 
minsan, natutulog kayo tapos maaalimpungatan ka, nandun sya sa labas, tapos may dala 
syang kutsilyo. Tapos pag tinanong mo, sasabihin na, Alam mo, kilala ko sino pumatay eh. 
May araw din sa akin yan. Yun ang iniiyak ko, nagmamakaawa ako. (Participant 5)  

  

Building and maintaning relationships within the community is also gendered, an extension 
of the women’s role to ensure peace and harmony within the household, as part of their 
care work. As one participant said,   
  

Mahirap po kasi ang lalaki, ganon naman sila. Samantala kami po kailangan namin 
ipagpatuloy kung ano man ang kailangan namin kailangan naming ilaban, haharap pa rin sa 
mga tao. Samantala ang mga lalaki…. Bibihira po sa amin ang mga lalaki ang humaharap, 
wala pa. (Participant 6)  

  

However this role also subjected the women to the brunt of the community’s reaction to the 
EJK, particularly, the climate of fear and the stigmatization of EJK families. As one 
participant put it: “Iisa lang ang kwento namin: walang nakilamay. Nangingilag sila at ano 
sila, di sila umano sa iyo dahil takot sila.”  
  

A result of the climate of fear and stigmatization is women being cut off from a usual source 
of support: their neighbors, people they regarded as friends, and even relatives.  
  

Nung nakaburol na po ang anak ko di sila [mga kapitbahay] lumapit. Natakot sila kaya ako 
lang ng naglakad [para sa burol at libing], dalawang linggo.  (Participant 2)  
  
Idasal mo na lang na maging bato ka na lang sa kanila ano man ang sinasab nila para di ka 
masaktan kasi pag pinatulan mo sila, magiging kaaway mo sila…. Kung sino pa ang 
tinuturing nyong kaibigan, na sana na-ano mo na tulungan ka… pero hindi na sinasabi sa 
iyo ng harapan pero naririnig mo sa ibang tao. (Participant 5)  
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Sa lamay namin, ma-ano ka, dun talaga ako… walang kaibigang pumunta kahit magkakasalo 
pa kayo sa isang pinggan [noon]…. Ako po umiiyak po ako sa galit. Sa dami ng kaibigan ko, 
sa dami ng kakilala ko, sa oras po na yon, naglalamay po kami, kami lang. Tapos marinig 
namin na [sabi] punta sila dun [sa lamay namin], magkabarilan, madamay sila. (Participant 
6)  
  
Para bang hindi nila inisip na…. Samantalang noon, inestima. Tuwing may namamatayan, 
nandun kami. Kahit ano pa yun – kriminal – nandun kami para makilamay tapos di naman 
talaga kriminal anak namin… naglalamay kami, kami lang.  (Participant 4)  

  

The barangay and the police that are supposed to provide them protection against threats 
of violence were also absent:  
  

Ako po nung namatayan… may mga tao na pumupunta sa amin na hindi namin alam kung 
yun ay kalaban namin, kung may dala silang baril…. [U]na po sa barangay po kami [kay] Kap. 
Ag tanod naman ay dalawa lang. Wala kaming maitutulong sa inyo. Pagkasunod na araw 
pumunta kami sa Station ___ kasi gusto namin hindi naman nandun sila [unidentified men] sa 
lamay yung nag-roving-roving. Kasi nga pulis sila, yung matakot man lamang. Tapos sabi 
namin, Sir, baka pwede kaming makahingi ng tulong, alalay lang po kasi may mga taong 
umiikot, hindi namin alam kung pulis ba sila o kung sino kalaban namin. Baka patayin din 
kami. Tapos sinabihan kami ng Station __ na, Bakit kayo natatakot kung wala naman kayong 
tinatago? Wala nga po kaming tinatago kaya nga lumapit kami sa inyo para matulungan nyo 
kami. Hindi po kami lalapit dito kung may mali kaming ginagawa. Di naman kami inentertain 
ng pulis. (Participant 6)  

  

The women reported that there are still strangers, “riding in tandem”, roaming around 
their community, especially late at night. The killings were still happening.   
  

Several participants thought of moving away from the community in fear for their family’s 
safety, but they said this was only a daydream because they could not afford to transfer in 
the first place. One woman said that moving away is not an assurance that they would be 
safe.   
  

[To a co-participant] Yung sinasabi mo, kahit lumipat ng bahay, iba na ang panahon ngayon. 
Sa sistema po ng lipunan natin, kahit nasa magandang bahay ka, nakatira ka sa isang 
subdivision… nangyayari sa iyo ang ganyan po [EJK]. Napagkakamalan di ba, wala sa bahay.  
(Participant 3)  

  

The women felt that the situation in their community has changed over the two years. One 
woman said that her situation changed because she was no longer in a state of despair, and 
she already talks back to people saying negative things about her and her family.   
  

Ngayon hindi na, ako, pinaglalaban ko. Sige, lumagay kayo sa amin. Halimbawa kayo, 
nalagay sa sitwasyon namin, o kayo mamatayan, para maramdaman nyo. Yun ang 
[sinasabi] ko sa kanila.   (Participant 6)  

  

Another factor is the growing awareness of people of EJK.  
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Siguro naiintindihan nila [na] sa mga nangyayari, di lang kami [nabiktima]. Sa TV, sa mga 
balita, sa radyo, halos naman [araw-araw] di ba? Naiintindihan na din nila yang mga 
pangyayari, ganon. (Participant 2)     

  

All of the women identified their faith in God as their source of strength, as well as their 
children for whom they want a better life.   
  

Related to this, all the women credited the support of the parish church as a crucial factor 
in their moving forward from the death of their loved one to bear the heavier roles in their 
families. Bolstering the women (and their children’s) spiritual strength is a core 
intervention of the church. It is also active in soliciting material assistance for the EJK 
families, many of whom were in dire financial situations following the death of the victim. 
They mobilize volunteers to provide non-material assistance to families such as counseling, 
medical services and facilitating group activities for children.    
  

Gusto ko nga gumawa ng barbed wire [bilang simbolo] kasi po matinik po ang buhay 
minsan ngayon lalo na… pero bagamat ganon po nakakatawid po kami dahil sa mga 
tumutulong, sa kabila ng mga problema at pagsubok nandyan si Lord basta tatawid ka lang 
sa tinik ng buhay. (Participant 6)  

  

  

Women Five Years in the Future  
  

 The women’s “wish letter” surfaced the following themes, which can also be construed as 
their needs, whether in the immediate or in the long term: employment or livelihood, 
health for themselves so they can continue to provide for their families, for the children to 
complete their education, safety and security for their family, freedom from fear, and 
justice for the death of their loved ones.  

  
5 years from now_ sana wala na akong takot. Pangarap 
ko na makatapos ang mga anak ko. At yung anak 
namin nakakulong. Tahakin nya na ang tamang landas 
at magkaroon na siya ng sariling pamilya na 
matatawag at nagandang bukas. Tahimik at wala ng 
pangamba sa buhay. Lalo na mga anak.   

  
Sana din pagdating ng panahon na ito ay naibigay na 
ang hustisya sa banatay naming anak.   

  
Sana sa panahon na ito ay namumuhay ng maayos  
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5 yrs from now  
  

1. Sana po ay patuloy pa rin sap ag-aaral ang 
mga anak ko at ng makapagtapos sila sap agaaral  
2. Sana malakas pa rin at matatag ako para 
masubaybayan ko pa rin ang mga anak ko hanggang sa 
magkaroon sila ng magandang kinabukasan.  

  

  
    

5 yrs from now  
  

Makatapos ng pag-aaral ang aking mga apo, habang 
ako nabubuhay. Malakas at malusog na 
pangangatawan para sa aking mga apo.  

  
   

5 years mula ngayon  
  

Panalangin kong nagkakabuklod-buklod pa rin kami, may 
matatag na trabaho na pagkukunan ng aming pang-araw-
araw, humilom ang sugat sa aming mga puso dahil sa 
nangyaring trahedya. Ganap at magaling na mananahi.  

    

    
5 years from now  

  
Nais ko na Makita ang aking  apo na makatapos ng pag-aaral 
at magkaroon ng sarili niyang Pamilya. Bigyan pa ako ng 
kalakasan at mabuting pangangatawan ng Poong May Kapal. 
Tulungan ako na mapag-aral ko ang aking apo.  
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5 years from now ay iyong makapagtapos ang aking mag-apo. 
Itataguyod ko sila sa abot ng aking makakaya. 
Maghahanapbuhay ako hanggang kaya kong maglabada, ay 
hiniling sa dios na hindi ako magkasakit.”   

  

  
    

5 years from now   
  

Sana po makatapos ng pag-aaral ang mga anak ko at maging 
maayos ang buhay nila. At sana po bigyan po ako ng malakas 
at masiglang pangangatawan ng Poong Maykapal at sana po 
mabawasan ang katulad  

naming nawalan ng mahal sa buhay na at maging  
 maayos  

  
  
  

Part VII. Discussion of Findings  

  
  

The experiences of women following the killing of their family members in police 
operations and vigilante-style killings conform to the pattern of stories observed by earlier 
reports of news agencies and human rights organizations: fear over possible and actual 
threats to their personal safety, or that of their loved ones; lack of access to socioeconomic, 
psychological and legal remedies from the government; perception that there is impunity 
for the people who killed their loved ones, specifically, the police; and paying exorbitant 
fees for funeral and burial expenses.   
  

However, reviewing the data from the strengths-based and human rights perspectives 
surfaces some key handles in locating women in the War on Drugs: the centrality of women 
in the War, their agency against the State that has added another layer to their struggle to 
fulfill their human rights, and their practical and strategic needs that need to be addressed 
to empower women as right holders.   
  

The underlying idea of the strengths-based perspective is the agency of people in a 
conflicted situation. People are not regarded as passive and helpless needing an outsider’s 
intervention (pathology), rather the point of engagement is to understand how they have 
been responding, identifying their strengths, and building on these to identify with them 
where they need support (resilience).   
  

This complements the human rights perspective that people are right holders, following the 
principle of human rights as universal, inalieanable, and interdependent and interrelated. 
Human rights are inherent to people; they are not to be earned or deserved.   
  

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. (Article 1, UDHR)  
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Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without 
distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex, language, religion, poltical or other 
opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or any status (Article 2, UDHR)   

  

The State and its agents is the principal duty bearer of human rights. The Office of the High 
Commissioner on Human Rights defines these obligations as such:   
  

The obligation to respect means that States must refrain from interfering with or 
curtailing the enjoyment of human rights. The obligation to protect requires States to 
protect individuals and groups against human rights abuses. The obligation to fulfil means 
that States must take positive action to facilitate the enjoyment of basic human rights. 
[OHCR website; italics supplied]   

  

Using these perspectives to frame one’s understanding of women and children in the Drug 
War moves the women and children from a patronized identity of “victim”, even passive 
receivers social welfare, to a “right holders” whose capacities have to be strengthened to 
more effectively demand accountability from the State and other duty bearers for the 
continuing human rights violations they experience prior to and because of the current 
administration’s Drug War.  The latter is also crucial: the historicity of women’s and 
children’s struggles – whether as individuals, part of families, or a class – against 
marginalization on the basis of their socio-economic class, gender, age, ethnicity and other 
social identities is part of the narrative of the Drug War. Without the historical 
contextualization, the discourse on the Drug War, the drug-related killings, and its impact 
on women and children will be superficial and short-sighted i.e. revolving solely at 
personalities and events, rather than socio-political, historical and cultural conditions that 
sustain public endorsement of violence and various forms of human rights violations as a 
means of eliminating illegal drug use and trade.    
  

The perspectives also highlight State responsiveness and accountability in situations of 
human rights violations, regardless if these violations were explicitly State-endorsed or 
not, or directly committed by State agents or not. The obligation to fulfill human rights 
entail that the State work toward achieving an environment where all people know their 
rights and exercise them without fear. Acts of omission, or the silence of the State especially 
in the face of widespread and systematic human rights violation, is an abrogation of this 
obligation.   
  

Below are the themes as culled out from the combined data from various data gathering 
methods:   
  

• Women and children are in the center of the Drug War  
  

They are are not only the “left behind” family members, but in several cases, they were also 
the direct victims (killed in police operations or by vigilantes as alleged drug users or 
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peddlers, or as “collateral damage”), or secondary victims as witnesses to the death of their 
loved ones.   
  

Related to this, the experiences of women and children of the War on Drugs and 
extrajudicial killings (EJK) are more complex than the image of wailing family members 
often featured in the news. Some women felt a degree of relief after the family member’s 
death because he (or she) had been abusive to them, while some took a matter-of-fact 
stance and focused on dealing with the issues that came after. The individual personalities, 
the quality of their relationship the EJK victim, their position in the family, age, gender, and 
socioeconomic class, among others, affect their expressions of grief and how they respond 
to their present situation.   
  

• Ensuring the family’s welfare was the primary concern of women after losing a family 
member to EJK.   

  

The impact of EJK on women and children revolved mostly around two things: the 
psychological and emotional effects, and the effect of the death on the practical side of their 
everyday living.   
  

All the women participants are in agreement that securing the needs of the household was 
– and still is – their most urgent concern. This can be as immediate as ensuring the next 
meal to longer-term plans for the children to complete schooling. The women from lower 
income classes were vulnerable to further deprivation of basic goods and services, 
especially if the EJK victim was the family breadwinner. They also have limited means to 
access information about their rights and options, and welfare services.  The more well-off 
women participants were more likely to have considered getting legal justice for the death 
of their loved ones.   
  

• Women bore (or, is bearing) the brunt of community ostracization and stigmatization 
for having an “addict” family member.   

  

This may be because women, more than men, are their families’ link to community life. 
Women interact more frequently than men with their neighbors and are engaged with 
community-based institutions such as schools, health centers, and churches, among others. 
They build and maintain social relationships and network as an extension of their care 
work for the household. Thus, women would also be a group that would acutely feel the 
social impacts of the Drug War: the fear and distrust it sowed between neighbors, between 
community residents and outsiders, and between people and government institutions.    
  

Manifestation of community ostracization and stigmatizaton include relatives and friends 
not going to the wake, not receiving support from the barangay, being gossiped about or 
ignored. These incidents were either downplayed or said to have eased as time went by the 
women, but it was also clear that many of them are still pained from the memory.   
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Some women reported that the EJK victim’s children were bullied or teased in school. One 
woman despaired to see her grandchild affected by the rumors that her mother, an EJK 
victim, had been sexually assaulted before she was killed, and the teasing of her 
schoolmates because it. The reactions of the grandmother and the child were not 
surprising, or exaggerated: in patriarchal society which ties women’s value to purity, 
allegations of impurity against a loved one – first, because the mother was killed as a 
criminal, and second, because she was raped – was a heavy blow to the girl child, especially. 
In this case, it had been necessary to th child’s healing that she transferred to another 
school where people do not know what happened to her parent.  
  

• Safety and security issues include fear that violence may erupt anytime in the 
community, intimidation and being warned not to speak to anyone about what 
happened to their family member.   

  

Some families considered or actually transferred residence because of this, in addition to 
escaping from the memory of the killing, if this happened inside or within the vicinity of 
their houses. This option, however, is rarely an option for the poor. Moreover, it was also 
pointed out that the violence and shootings under Drug War, while targetting drug users 
and peddlers, can be unpredictable, even arbitrary. As one woman pointed out, the high 
walls of subdivisions cannot protect people from the bullets, and that there have been cases 
of victims shot because they were mistaken for someone else.   
  

• Access to government support services is limited, as well as the support services open 
to them per se.   

  

Although more than half of the women interviewed said they got government support, 
these were mostly for funeral or burial-related needs (e.g. cash assistance, tents, chairs, 
food). For the other needs expressed, such as that for a source of income, mental health 
services, or even information on the progress of investigation into the death of their family 
member, State assistance had been lacking or absent.   

  

A serious lapse in State intervention from the data available was in the provision of security 
for the families victimized in the Drug War. The War on Drugs has reached to such extent 
that it can be said that everyone was at risk of being victimized. This was further 
aggravated by President Duterte’s pronouncements that the Drug War would be relentless, 
even intensified over time, and that collateral damages are inevitable.   
  

The poor, in particular, are the most vulnerable. Their socio-economic class – and the 
stereotypes of the poor as lazy and uneducated people, and as criminals – has already 
distanced them from society and its mechanisms for human rights redress, the legal system 
included.  In the present Drug War, these stereoypes of the poor continue to play out, 
compounded. A case to point is the trivialization of a woman’s complaint that unidentified 
men had been roving around their community during her husband’s wake. The police 
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officer’s response was a thinly veiled insinuation: “Bakit kayo natatakot kung wala naman 
kayong tinatago?”   
  

• Only a small percentage of women interviewed have filed cases for the EJK.    
  

Almost 60 percent of the women interviewed (58.7%) said they are (or were) interested in 
filing a case in court over what happened to their loved one but only 13 percent did so.The 
reasons for not pushing through with filing the case included the slow investigation of the 
police; lack of witnesses or suspects; fears over the safety of family; limited financial 
resources; and they had to prioritize the addressing practical needs of their household 
members, especially of the children.   
  

The above are not unfamiliar reasons. Resignation to the idea that legal justice is not 
possible without sustained material assistance is a practical response, given the strong 
statements of the President reflecting his lack of symathy for those killed in the Drug War, 
and promise of impunity for police involved in anti-drug operations which led to these 
deaths.   
  

• There are mixed responses as to the women’s support for the War on Drugs in its 
current form.   

  

Generally, the responses include (a) the War on Drugs is good but not the killings, (b) the 
War on Drugs can include killings but the list should be accurate, and (c) the War on Drugs, 
with or without the killings, should be fair i.e., target both poor and wealthy addicts.    
  

It is not surprising that women directly affected by the War on Drugs, and whose family 
members were EJK victims at that, would support the violent campaign of the government 
when their statements are contextualized in the present discourse on illegal drugs. 
Specifically, the use of illegal drugs have been linked to the increase in crimes in society, 
and closer to women and children, to forms of gender-based violence such as economic, 
physical and sexual abuse within and outside of their homes. In this sense, one of the major 
objectives of the War on Drugs is actually the protection of women and children.   
  

Many of the participants personally saw how drug addiction had changed the EJK victim 
and knew the violence they were capable of doing to them, their children and other people  
– but they also knew that their family members are capable of changing their ways. The 
War on Drugs, as initially promoted, opened a window for this to happen. The strong 
political will behind the campaign prompted families and communities to take it seriously, 
and facilitated surrenders of drug users to local government units. However, the killings of 
users and drug surrenderees who sincerely wanted to change is a betrayal, and women’s 
trust in the campaign was shaken. They would still endorse the killings for hardened 
criminals and unrepentant drug addicts – it was swift justice welcomed by those who 
otherwise have no access to or is frustrated with justice dispensed by the courts – but the 
system needs tuning to be more accurate in its identification of criminals.  Class-based 
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sentiments on justice are also reflected in the women’s statements on the disproportionate 
targeting of the poor compared to the wealthy illegal drug users and big-time drug 
peddlers.     
  
  

The above themes show the levels on which women’s experience of the War on Drugs could 
be appreciated i.e., at the micro or individual level, at the community level and at the macro 
level, and each level can be regarded as a site of women’s and children’s struggle to fulfill 
their human rights, and for their empowerment.    
  

The role of the State as a duty bearer of human rights cannot be overemphasized in the 
context of the War on Drugs and EJK. The report notes that the State has the obligation 
under international human rights conventions to respect, protect and fulfill human rights. 
These obligations have often been cited in relation to the killings under the War on Drugs, 
however, as applied to the situation of women as they themselves have described, the 
discussion becomes richer.  It broadens the identification human rights violations under 
the War not only the death itself and the events following shortly after, to include the 
aggravation of women and children’s marginalization on the basis of socio-economic class, 
(dis)ability, ethnicity and other identities.   
  

The experiences of marginalization narrated by the participants were clearly forms of 
human rights violations: limited access to social welfare services, including psychiatric 
services, when this is needed (protection of families14, right to an adequate standard of 
living,15 right to health16); dealing with the fear and trauma which affects their movement 
in public spaces (right to movement,17 right to security of person18), and in some cases, 
resulting to uprooting from their hometowns and livelihood (right to work19); ostracization 
and stigma in the community (right to participate in the cultural life of the community19); 
and being forced to decisions such as dropping out of school (right to education20), among 
others. These are also clearly violations of women’s rights because it affects women 
disproportionately.21    
  

                                                           
14 Article 10, IESCR  
15 Article 11, IESCR  
16 Article 12, IESCR  
17 Article 12, ICCPR  
18 Article 6 (right to life) and 9 (right to liberty and security of person), ICCPR 
19 Article 6, ICESR  
19 Article 15, IESCR  
20 Article 13, IESCR  
21 General Recommendation No. 19 of the CEDAW Committee states: “The [Convention on the Elimination of All 

Forms of Discrimination Against Women] in article 1 defines discrimination against women. The definition of 

discrimination includes gender-based violence, that is, violence that is directed against a woman because she is a woman 

or that affects women disproportionately….” [italics supplied]   
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Second, and arising necessarily from the previous, the situation of women and children 
directly affected by the War on Drugs, asks the question: what is the State doing about it?   
  

Here then, the stories of women point to the invisibility of gender-specific issues in the 
context of the War. It is ironic that gender-based violence and violence against children 
have been touted as one of the justifications for the War on Drug, yet the very population 
directly affected by this were not even consulted on this national campaign, much less has 
given thought to the intensification of human rights violations against women and children 
in its wake. As the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 
Women (CEDAW) reminds its States Parties, it is not only the explicit intent of State 
measures that matters in defining human rights violations, but also its results.22   
  

It is also important to emphasize that the government and its agencies are mandated under 
the Philippine Constitution to exercise due diligence to ensure that the human rights of all 
its citizens is upheld, as matter of State policy, and translated in all its interventions.   
  

State Policies, Section 11. The State values the dignity of every human person and guarantees full 

respect for human rights.  
  
Article XIII, Section 1. The Congress shall give highest priority to the enactment of measures 

that protect and enhance the right of all the people to human dignity, reduce social, economic, 

and political inequalities, and remove cultural inequities by equitably diffusing wealth and 

political power for the common good.  
  

The Philippine government thus neglects its duty when it refuses to recognize the human 
rights violations embedded in the design of its anti-drug campaign, whether in its 
implementation or its aftermath. It also contradicts the Constitution when the State, as 
represented by the President, itself rejects the principles of human rights when it makes 
human rights conditional to whether one is tagged as a criminal or not and without due 
process, or when it does little to abate the culture of violence and impunity supporting the 
EJK.   
  

To date, the gap in the State response to the continuing human rights violations against 
women and children is filled in by non-State actors, specifically, civil society organizations 
and private actors. The former includes the churches, non-profit organizations and the 
academe.  
  
  
  
  
  

                                                           
22 The Philippines is a State Party to the CEDAW when it ratified the international convention in 1981. Article 1 of 

CEDAW defines discrimination against women as “…any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex 
which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital 
status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, 
social, cultural, civil or any other field.” [italics supplied]  
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Part VIII. Ways Forward23  
  
  

In viewing the War on Drugs from the perspective and experiences of women and children, 
the report highlights the feature of the War as a continuing human rights violation, and one 
that is borne heavily by women and children.  Second, by putting women and children at 
the center of the discourse on the War on Drugs, one can also appreciate them beyond 
being co-victims, but more importantly as active agents pushing back at the State which 
encourages labeling, stigmatization and discrimination against already marginalized 
sectors such as the poor as part of its War strategy.   
  

The ways forward presented in the report focused on the needs of women and children, 
particularly their concrete and strategic needs that when addressed, will enable them to 
respond stronger to the challenges of their situation and the macro-level conditions that 
reinforce this. The recommendations are directed at the Commission on Human Rights as 
the national human rights institution of the country, and as Gender Ombud as designated 
under the Magna Carta of Women (RA 9710). Under the Magna Carta of Women,24 the CHR 
is mandated to --  
  

(a) Monitor with the PCW and other state agencies, among others, in developing indicators and 
guidelines to comply with their duties related to the human rights of women, including their 
right to nondiscrimination guaranteed under this Act;  

(b) Designate one (1) commissioner and/or its Women's Human Rights Center to be primarily 
responsible for formulating and implementing programs and activities related to the 
promotion and protection of the human rights of women, including the investigations and 
complaints of discrimination and violations of their rights brought under this Act and related 
laws and regulations;  

(c) Establish guidelines and mechanisms, among others, that will facilitate access of women to 
legal remedies under this Act and related laws, and enhance the protection and promotion of 
the rights of women, especially marginalized women;  

(d) Assist in the filing of cases against individuals, agencies, institutions, or establishments that 
violate the provisions of this Act; and  

(e) Recommend to the President of the Philippines or the Civil Service Commission any possible 
administrative action based on noncompliance or failure to implement the provisions of this 
Act.  

  

The report forwards that addressing issues of basic needs and access to social welfare 
service, including mental health services, is crucial to empowering majority of the 
participants, who, at the time  of data gathering, are responding to their situation with very 
limited means. These resources  refer not only to cash and material goods, but also to 
information on their rights and available social and legal resources, networks and 
established pathways to facilitate the flow of assistance to them, among others. Without 

                                                           
23 This section is culled out from the merged reports of Panaghoy, one from the perspective of women, and the other, 

from the perspective of children. See to the said merged report for the full discussion.   
24 Section 39, Republic Act 9710  
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addressing these needs, strategic actions that will lessen the vulnerability women to Drug 
War-related violence are distant options.   
  

Recommendation 1:  

Mapping of available social services addressing the multi-dimensional needs of women and 
children from EJK families, from the immediate such as those relating to access to food, 
livelihood and secure shelter, to longer-term support such as legal assistance. The resulting 
directory should include both government and non-government direct service providers.   
  

Recommendation 2:  
Establishment social services and security pathways for EJK families at the national, 
regional and local levels. Where no direct service provider is present in the areas, or it is 
inaccessible to people, assist in the creation of response systems to reach the women and 
their children.   
  

Recommendation 3:  
Development a community-based capacity building program which is informed by human 
rights and gender-based frameworks to strengthen women and children, as well as their 
communities, against various forms of violence, and to engage the State in opening social 
services and security pathways.  
  

Recommendation 4:  
Mobilization of non-State actors to develop a nationwide documentation system of EJK 
cases which contains information not only on the killing but various and continuing human 
rights violations experienced by women and children in the context of the Drug War. The 
information can be used for legal purposes, for monitoring the status of cases, education 
and advocacy, among others, bearing in mind ethical considerations of informed and 
voluntary consent by concerned parties, data privacy, and protection of EJK families and 
witnesses against further harm.   
  
  

The main goal of implementing the above activities is to contribute to tangible changes in 
the lives of women and children directly affected by the War on Drugs through EJK, 
specifically, for the women, children and their families to become self-sufficient and 
integrated into their communities, well-informed of their rights & opportunities leading to 
informed decision making and life choices.   
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